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Abstract. In this paper we use Donaldson’s approximately holomorphic techniques
to build embeddings of a closed symplectic manifold with symplectic form of integer class
in the Grassmannians Grðr;NÞ. We assure that these embeddings are asymptotically holo-
morphic in a precise sense. We study ﬁrst the particular case of CPN obtaining control on
N and we improve in a sense a classical result about symplectic embeddings [16]. The main
reason of our study is the construction of singular determinantal submanifolds as the in-
tersection of the embedding with certain ‘‘generalized Schubert cycles’’ deﬁned on a product
of Grassmannians. It is shown that the symplectic type of these submanifolds is quite more
general that the ones obtained by Donaldson and Auroux [2], [7] as zeroes of ‘‘very ample’’
vector bundles.
1. Introduction and statement of the main results
Let ðM;oÞ be a symplectic manifold of integer class, i.e. ½o=2p A H 2ðM; RÞ lifts to
an integer cohomology class. Such a symplectic manifold has an associated line bundle L
with ﬁrst Chern class c1ðLÞ ¼ ½o=2p, which is equipped with a connection ‘ of curvature
io.
In his outbreaking work [5] S. Donaldson proved the existence of symplectic sub-
manifolds of M that realize the Poincare´ dual of a large enough integer multiple of ½o=2p.
These are constructed as zero sets of appropriate sections of Lnk. This extends a classical
result in Ka¨hler geometry saying that L is ample, so Lnk has holomorphic sections with
smooth holomorphic, and so symplectic, zero sets.
Later on, D. Auroux and R. Paoletti have proved independently an extension of Do-
naldson’s theorem, constructing more symplectic submanifolds as the zero sets of asymp-
totically holomorphic sections of vector bundles. These bundles are obtained by tensoring
an arbitrary complex bundle with large powers of L [2], [3], [13]. In his paper, D. Auroux
also shows that, asymptotically, all the sequences of submanifolds constructed from a given
vector bundle E are isotopic. (For a summary of these results see for example the review
paper [6].)
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The key idea to understand these works is the concept of ampleness of a complex holo-
morphic bundle, which allows the ﬂexibilization of the bundles in the holomorphic cate-
gory by means of increasing their curvatures. Donaldson [5] has translated the deﬁnition of
ampleness to the symplectic category. For this he studies the asymptotical behaviour of
sequences of sections of the bundles Lnk. The change to the non-integrable setting is con-
trolled by this concept. We need to ﬁx a compatible almost complex structure J in ðM;oÞ.
So the pair ðo; JÞ gives a metric g in the tangent bundle. We have a sequence of metrics
gk ¼ kg indexed by integers kf 1. An important point in our work is the deﬁnition of the
concept of asymptotic holomorphicity for sequences of embeddings.
Deﬁnition 1.1. Let X be a Hodge manifold with complex structure J0. Let g > 0. A
sequence of embeddings fk:M ! X is g-asymptotically holomorphic if it satisﬁes the fol-
lowing conditions:
1. dfk: TxM ! TfkðxÞX has a left inverse yk of norm less than g1 at every point
x AM.
2. jðfkÞ
J  J0jgk ¼ Oðk1=2Þ on the subspace ðfkÞ
TxM.
3. j‘pfkjgk ¼ Oð1Þ and j‘p1qfkjgk ¼ Oðk1=2Þ, for all pf 1.
A sequence of embeddings is asymptotically holomorphic if there is some g > 0 such that
it is g-asymptotically holomorphic. (The norms are taken with respect to the sequence of
metrics gk.)
The ﬁrst important result we give is a generalization to the symplectic category of the
classical Kodaira’s embedding Theorem:
Theorem 1.2. Given ðM;oÞ a closed symplectic 2n-dimensional manifold of integer
class endowed with a compatible almost complex structure, then there exists an asymptotically
holomorphic sequence of embeddings fk:M ! CP2nþ1 with f
k ½oFS ¼ ½ko.Moreover, given
two such sequences of embeddings asymptotically holomorphic with respect to two compatible
almost complex structures, then they are isotopic for k large enough.
A sharper, in a sense, result has been obtained by Borthwick and Uribe in [4] using
completely di¤erent ideas. Their result also obtains control in the symplectic part (equi-
valently the metric part) allowing to obtain asymptotically holomorphic embeddings which
are also asymptotically symplectic. Their approach is based on ideas from Tian [15] who
solved the problem in the Ka¨hler case.
Our main interest for proving Theorem 1.2 is given by the possibility of studying
‘‘projective symplectic geometry’’. We mean by this the study of sequences of asymptot-
ically holomorphic submanifolds, namely obtained as images of asymptotically holomor-
phic embeddings, in the projective space. The strength of this approach is shown in the
following
Theorem 1.3. Let fk be an asymptotically holomorphic sequence of embeddings
in CP2nþ1 with f
k ½oFS ¼ ½ko and let e > 0. Let us ﬁx a holomorphic submanifold N in
CP2nþ1. Then there exists an asymptotically holomorphic sequence of embeddings f^k, at dis-
tance at most e in C r-norm from the initial sequence and verifying that f^kðMÞXN is sym-
plectic for k large enough.
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Actually we get that MX f^1k ðNÞ is a sequence of asymptotically holomorphic sub-
manifolds, in the sense of Deﬁnition 3.9. This result will imply a projective version of the
symplectic Bertini’s Theorem proved in [5]. But the constructive method could allow to ﬁnd
more general types of symplectic submanifolds. This is shown in a more general situation.
For this we generalize Theorem 1.2 to the Grassmannian case.
Theorem 1.4. Let ðM;oÞ be a closed symplectic 2n-dimensional manifold of integer
class endowed with a compatible almost complex structure. Suppose also that we have a rank
r hermitian vector bundle with connection, and that N > nþ r 1 and rðN  rÞ > 2n. Then
there exists an asymptotically holomorphic sequence of embeddings fk:M ! Grðr;NÞ with
f
kU ¼ EnLnk, where U! Grðr;NÞ is the universal rank r bundle over the Grassmannian.
Moreover, given two such sequences of embeddings asymptotically holomorphic with respect
to two compatible almost complex structures, then they are isotopic for k large enough.
In Section 5 we will take proﬁt of this result to extend the construction of determi-
nantal submanifolds to the symplectic category in the following way.
Deﬁnition 1.5. Let M be a di¤erentiable manifold and let E;F be complex vector
bundles over M. Given a morphism of vector bundles j: E ! F , the r-determinantal set
SrðjÞ is deﬁned as
SrðjÞ ¼ fx AM j rank jx ¼ rg:
In the algebraic category, if the vector bundle E 
nF is very ample, we can ﬁnd a
morphism j: E ! F such that SrðjÞ is a smooth submanifold in M of complex codimen-
sion ðre  rÞðrf  rÞ, where re and rf are the ranks of E and F , respectively (if this number
is greater than the dimension of M then the set is empty). Our goal will be to adapt the
algebraic discussion to the symplectic category to prove
Theorem 1.6. Let ðM;oÞ be a closed symplectic manifold of integer class. Let E and
F be hermitian vector bundles of rank re and rf , respectively. Then, for k large enough, there
exists a morphism jk: En ðL
Þnk ! FnLnk verifying that:
1. SrðjkÞ is an open symplectic submanifold of M.
2. codimSrðjkÞ ¼ 2ðre  rÞðrf  rÞ. The set of manifolds fSrðjkÞgr constitutes a strat-
iﬁed submanifold, called determinantal submanifold.
Moreover, given two stratiﬁed determinantal submanifolds constructed following the
process described in the proof then there exists an ambient isotopy making the r-determinantal
submanifolds associated to each stratiﬁed submanifold isotopic.
Theorem 1.6 was the original motivation of this paper. In algebraic geometry the
manifolds constructed as zeroes of sections of vector bundles have many topological re-
strictions, so the set of submanifolds of a given manifold constructed in this way is very spe-
cial in the set of all the submanifolds. However the determinantal submanifolds are more
generic. For instance, every (complex) codimension 2 submanifold of an algebraic manifold
can be constructed as the determinantal degeneration loci of certain bundle homomorphism
[17]. An obvious guess is that in symplectic geometry things are similar. Recall that the most
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general submanifolds constructed using asymptotically holomorphic techniques were Au-
roux’ ones [2]. These are zeroes of sections of vector bundles, so many of their topological
properties are determined. In fact, Auroux cannot easily assure that these submanifolds are
di¤erent from the ones constructed by Donaldson in [5]. In Section 6 we give two properties
showing that the determinantal submanifolds are more general. First we show that the ho-
mology groups of the determinantal submanifolds do not satisfy the Lefschetz hyperplane
theorem. In fact, they satisfy another kind of Lefschetz isomorphism. Secondly we compute
some Chern numbers of determinantal submanifolds showing that they are clearly di¤erent
from the Chern numbers of Auroux’ and Donaldson’s submanifolds. So the symplectic type,
and even the topological type, of the constructed submanifolds is necessarily di¤erent. These
two results show that the class of determinantal submanifolds is more general.
Remark that, in any case, all the preceding results are obtained by means of twisting
vector bundles with large powers of the line bundle L. So the submanifolds constructed in
this way are not generic. It would be desirable to avoid this restriction, but this generaliza-
tion cannot be made with the techniques in [5].
From a symplectic point of view determinantal submanifolds are also interesting.
They constitute a step in the study of singular symplectic submanifolds following the pro-
gram sketched by Gromov [9]. Donaldson and Auroux have attacked this question in [7]
and [3]. Donaldson studies the local symplecticity of the ﬁbers of asymptotically holomor-
phic applications f : Cn ! C at a neighborhood of a critical point, solving it by a local per-
turbation argument. The conclusion of Donaldson’s work is that the topological behavior
of that kind of functions is similar to the holomorphic Morse functions. Auroux studies the
local symplecticity of asymptotically holomorphic maps f : C2 ! C2 at a neighborhood of
a critical point, showing that they are topologically equivalent to one of the two generic
models of a holomorphic map [1]. From this point of view Theorem 1.6 can be considered,
in part, an extension of these results to generic singularities.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we give the basic ideas of the
Donaldson-Auroux’ theory needed in our work and prove Theorem 1.2. In Section 3.2 we
prove Theorem 1.3. For this we explain some euclidean notions concerning the estimation
of angles between subspaces. In Section 4 we generalize all the discussion to the case of the
Grassmannian embeddings, proving Theorem 1.4. This allows us to prove Theorem 1.6 in
Section 5 and to analyze the topological properties of the constructed submanifolds.
Acknowledgements. We want to acknowledge D. Auroux, S. Donaldson and R.
Paoletti for their kindness communicating us their results. Special thanks to D. Auroux for
detecting a mistake in a previous version. Also we thank A. Ibort and D. Martı´nez for a lot
of interesting discussions. Second author was conducting his research ﬁnanced by the Ph.D.
program of the Consejerı´a de Educacio´n de Madrid. Finally we thank the referee for useful
comments.
2. Asymptotically holomorphic embeddings in projective space
As in the introduction, let ðM;oÞ be a symplectic manifold of integer class with as-
sociated line bundle L and a compatible almost complex structure J. In the Ka¨hler setting
this line bundle supports a holomorphic structure and it is ample in the algebraic geometry
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sense, i.e. Lnk has a lot of holomorphic sections. This allows to embed M in the projective
space CPN , for some N. In this section we shall extend this classical result to the symplectic
case inspired in the ideas of [5], thus proving Theorem 1.2.
2.1. Asymptotically holomorphic sequences. In this subsection we collect the rele-
vant results of the asymptotically holomorphic theory, as stated by D. Auroux in [3], that
we shall use extensively along this work.
Deﬁnition 2.1. A sequence of sections sk of hermitian bundles Ek with connections
on M is called asymptotically J-holomorphic if there exist constants ðCpÞp AN such that, for
all k, at every point ofM, jskjeC0, j‘pskjeCp for all pf 0, and j‘p1qskjeCpk1=2 for
all pf 1. The norms are evaluated with respect to the metrics gk.
In Donaldson’s ﬁrst work on the subject [5], Ek ¼ Lnk. Donaldson imposed an ad-
ditional condition of improved transversality to the sequence of sections to assure that its
zero sets are symplectic submanifolds for k large enough.
Deﬁnition 2.2. A section sk of the line bundle L
nk is said to be h-transverse to 0 if
for every point x AM such that jskðxÞj < h then j‘skðxÞj > h.
If we get an asymptotically J-holomorphic sequence sk of sections of L
nk such that all
of them are h-transverse to 0, with h > 0 independent of k then we have jqskðxÞj > jqskðxÞj if
x is a zero of sk, for k large enough. A simple linear algebra argument shows that the zeroes
of sk are symplectic submanifolds for k large enough.
In [2] D. Auroux extended the notion of transversality to the case of higher rank
bundles. Let E be a rank r hermitian bundle with connection.
Deﬁnition 2.3. A section sk of the bundles EnLnk is h-transverse to 0 if for every
x AM such that jskðxÞj < h then ‘skðxÞ has a right inverse yk such that jykj < h1.
We name universal constant to a number which only depends on the manifold geom-
etry and on the constants involved in the data given to start with, i.e. a number independent
of k and the point x AM. Similarly a universal polynomial is a polynomial only depending
on the geometry of the manifold and on the constants provided in the original data. Do-
naldson uses highly localized asymptotically holomorphic sections, satisfying the following
deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 2.4. A sequence of sections sk of hermitian bundles Ek with con-
nections has Gaussian decay in Cr-norm away from the point x AM if there exists a
universal polynomial P and a universal constant l > 0 such that for all y AM, jsðyÞj,
j‘sðyÞjgk ; . . . ; j‘rsðyÞjgk are bounded by P

dkðx; yÞ

exp
ld 2k ðx; yÞ. Here dk is the dis-
tance associated to the metric gk.
The starting point for Donaldson’s construction is the following existence Lemma.
Lemma 2.5 ([5], [2]). Given any point x AM, for k large enough, there exist asymp-
totically holomorphic sections s refk;x of L
nk over M satisfying the following bounds: js refk;xj > cs
at every point of a ball of gk-radius 1 centered at x, for some universal constant cs > 0; the
sections s refk;x have Gaussian decay away from x in C
r-norm.
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Moreover, given a one-parameter family of compatible almost-complex structures
ðJtÞt A ½0;1 and a one-parameter family of points ðxtÞt A ½0;1, there exist one-parameter families
of sections s reft;k;xt which depend continuously on t and satisfy the same precedent properties. r
The proof of this lemma uses in particular a reﬁned version of Darboux’ Theorem
taking into account the holomorphic structure. We state this result for later use (the result
is given in [3] only for n ¼ 2 but the general case is analogous).
Lemma 2.6 ([3], section 2.1, Lemma 3). Near any point x AM, for any integer
kf 1, there exist local complex Darboux coordinates ðz1k ; . . . ; znkÞ ¼ Fk: ðM; xÞ ! ðCn; 0Þ
for the symplectic structure ko such that the following bounds hold universally:
jFkðyÞj2 ¼ O

dkðx; yÞ2

on a ball Bgkðx; cÞ of universal radius c around x; j‘rF1k jgk ¼ Oð1Þ for all rf 1 on a
ball Bð0; c 0Þ of universal radius c 0 around 0; and, with respect to the almost-complex struc-
ture J on X and the canonical complex structure J0 on C
n, jqF1k ðzÞjgk ¼ Oðk1=2jzjÞ and
j‘rqF1k jgk ¼ Oðk1=2Þ for all rf 1 on Bð0; c 0Þ.
Moreover, given a one-parameter continuous family of compatible almost-complex
structures ðJtÞt A ½0;1 and a continuous family of points ðxtÞt A ½0;1, there exists a continuous
family of Darboux coordinates Ft;k satisfying the same estimates and depending contin-
uously on t. r
In [3] D. Auroux used three asymptotically holomorphic sections to set up a projec-
tion from a symplectic 4-manifold M to CP2. To control the behavior of this projection
he needs to assure global transversality conditions between the sections. He develops a very
useful scheme to pass from local transversality conditions to global ones by means of a
globalization process inspired in the results of [5]. Now we explain his idea to formalize
Donaldson’s techniques.
Deﬁnition 2.7. A family of properties Pðe; xÞx AM; e>0 of sections of bundles over
M is local and Cr-open if, given a section s satisfying Pðe; xÞ, any section s such that
jsðxÞ  sðxÞjC r < h satisﬁes Pðe Ch; xÞ, where C is universal.
For example, the property jsðxÞj > e is local and C 0-open. The property that s be
e-transverse to 0 at a point x is local and C1-open.
Proposition 2.8 ([3], section 2.1, Proposition 3). Let Pðe; xÞx AM; e>0 be a local and
Cr-open family of properties of sections of vector bundles Ek over M. Assume that there exist
universal constants c, c 0, c 00 and p such that given any x AM, any small d > 0, and asymp-
totically holomorphic sections sk of Ek, there exist, for all large enough k, asymptotically
holomorphic sections tk;x of Ek with the following properties:
1. jtk;xjC r;gk < c 00d.
2. The sections
1
d
tk;x have Gaussian decay away from x in C
r-norm.
3. The sections sk þ tk;x satisfy the property Pðh; yÞ for all y A Bgkðx; cÞ, with
h ¼ c 0dlogðd1Þp.
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Then, given any a > 0 and asymptotically holomorphic sections sk of Ek, there exist, for
all large enough k, asymptotically holomorphic sections sk of Ek such that jsk  skjC r;gk < a
and the sections sk satisfy Pðe; xÞ for all x AM with e > 0 independent of k.
Moreover, the result holds for one-parameter families of sections, provided the existence
of sections tt;k;x satisfying properties 1, 2 and 3 and depending continuously on t. r
The heart of these techniques is a series of local transversality results which allow to
apply Proposition 2.8. These results are based on ideas of complexity of real polynomials
coming from real algebraic geometry. The most powerful result is the following, proved in
[7].
Deﬁnition 2.9. A function f : Cn ! Cr is s-transverse to 0 at a point x A Cn if it
satisﬁes at least one of the following properties:
1. j f ðxÞj > s.
2. df ðxÞ has a right inverse y such that jyj < s1.
Proposition 2.10 ([7], Theorem 12). There exists a universal integer p verifying the
following property: for 0 < d <
1
2
let s ¼ dlogðd1Þp. Let f be a function with values in
Cr deﬁned over the ball Bþ ¼ B 0; 11
10
 
HCn satisfying the following bounds over Bþ:
j f je 1; jqf je s; j‘qf je s:
Then there exists w A Cr with jwj < d such that f  w is s-transverse to 0 over the unit ball in
Cn. The same result holds for one-parameter families of functions ft depending continuously
on t A ½0; 1, where we obtain a continuous path w: ½0; 1 ! Bð0; dÞ. r
We mention also that in [11] the result is reﬁned to control the derivatives of the
path wt allowing so a generalization to the contact case of the asymptotically holomorphic
techniques.
2.2. Asymptotically holomorphic embeddings in CP2nB1. In this section we will
study the existence of asymptotically holomorphic embeddings of a closed symplectic
manifold ðM;oÞ of integer class and dimension 2n, endowed with a compatible almost com-
plex structure J, in the projective space CP2nþ1. In Section 4 we will develop the techniques
to study the more general Grassmannian embeddings.
Theorem 2.11. Given an asymptotically J-holomorphic sequence of sections sk of the
vector bundles C2nþ2nLnk and a > 0 then there exists another sequence sk verifying that:
1. jsk  skjC 1;gk < a.
2. PðskÞ is an asymptotically holomorphic sequence of embeddings in CP2nþ1 for k
large enough.
3. ½ko ¼ ½f
koFS.
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Moreover, let us have two asymptotically holomorphic sequences f0k and f
1
k of embed-
dings in CP2nþ1, with respect to two compatible almost complex structures. Then for k large
enough, there exists an isotopy of asymptotically holomorphic embeddings f tk connecting f
0
k
and f1k.
Remark 2.12. It is easy to check, following the proof later, that the needed k’s
in Theorem 2.11 depend only on a, J and the bounds of asymptotic holomorphicity
of sk. Moreover, in the statement about isotopy, the needed integer depends on the h-
transversality of the sequence, on J and on the bounds of the sequence. So, if we consider
the moduli of h-asymptotically holomorphic embeddings with ﬁxed bounds and almost
complex structures varying in a compact set, then there exists a ﬁxed k0 such that for any
k > k0 all the embeddings in such moduli are isotopic.
The very same ideas do apply to all the proofs along the paper and are assumed
without being detailed in each statement.
This result gives a proof of Theorem 1.2. We shall proceed by steps to obtain asymp-
totically holomorphic embeddings of M into CP2nþ1.
Deﬁnition 2.13. An asymptotically J-holomorphic sequence of sections sk of the
vector bundles C2nþ2nLnk is g-projectizable if for all x AM, jskðxÞj > g.
This is a su‰cient condition to get a map to CP2nþ1 deﬁned as
fk ¼ PðskÞ:M ! CP2nþ1;
as the g-projectizability assures that the sections sk ¼ ðs0k ; . . . ; s2nþ1k Þ are not simultaneously
zero and so the P operator is well deﬁned. To get local injectivity we need to impose the
following.
Deﬁnition 2.14. Let sk be an asymptotically J-holomorphic g-projectizable sequence
of sections of the vector bundles C2nþ2nLnk for some g > 0 and let 0e le n. Then sk
is h-generic of order l, with h > 0, if jVl qPðskÞðxÞjgk > h for all x AM. For l ¼ 0 the con-
dition is vacuous.
We have the following result that will be proved in the following two subsections.
Proposition 2.15. Let sk be an asymptotically J-holomorphic sequence of sections of
the vector bundles C2nþ2nLnk and a > 0. Then there exists another asymptotically holo-
morphic sequence sk verifying:
1. jsk  skjC 1;gk < a.
2. sk is g-projectizable and g-generic of order n for some g > 0.
Moreover, the result holds for one-parameter families of sections where the sections and
almost complex structures depend continuously on t A ½0; 1.
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Proof of Theorem 2.11. We ﬁrst prove the existence result. The last property is
obvious since the hyperplane bundle of CP2nþ1 restricts by construction to Lnk. Let
us begin with an asymptotically J-holomorphic sequence sk of sections of the bundles
C2nþ2nLnk. Now we perturb it using Proposition 2.15 to obtain an asymptotically holo-
morphic sequence sk with jsk  skjC 1;gk < a, which is g-projectizable and g-generic of order
n, for some g > 0. We have only to check that the sequence fk ¼ PðskÞ satisﬁes the required
properties in Deﬁnition 1.1. More speciﬁcally, we shall check that fk is an immersion of
M in CP2nþ1, for k large. To get rid of the possible self-intersection we take into account
that 2 dimM < dimCP2nþ1 so we can make a generic Cr-perturbation of norm less than
Oðk1=2Þ to get an embedding keeping the asymptotic holomorphicity and the genericity
of order n.
Choose a point x AM. By a rotation with an element of Uð2nþ 2Þ acting on C2nþ2,
we can assure that skðxÞ ¼

s0k ðxÞ; . . . ; s2nþ1k ðxÞ
 ¼ s0k ðxÞ; 0; . . . ; 0. This produces a global
isometric transformation of fkðMÞ in CP2nþ1. Now using the g-projectizable property we
know that js0k ðxÞjf g. By the asymptotically holomorphic bounds of s0k there is a universal
c such that js0k jf g=2 on Bgkðx; cÞ for all k. We deﬁne the application:
fk: Bgkðx; cÞ ! C2nþ1;
y 7! s
1
kðyÞ
s0k ðyÞ
; . . . ;
s2nþ1k ðyÞ
s0k ðyÞ
 !
:
This application can be written as fk ¼ F0  fk, where F0 is the standard trivialization ap-
plication in CP2nþ1 deﬁned for the chartU0 ¼ fx ¼ ½x0; . . . ; x2nþ1jx03 0g. It is well known
that F0 is an isometry at the point ½1; 0; . . . ; 0 if we use the standard metric structure of
C2nþ1. So we can compute the bounds required in Deﬁnition 1.1 using fk instead of fk. The
asymptotic holomorphicity of sk and the bound js0k jf g=2 imply that j‘pfkðxÞj ¼ Oð1Þ and
j‘pqfkðxÞj ¼ Oðk1=2Þ, for pf 0. This proves condition 3 in Deﬁnition 1.1.
Now we pass to the issue of the existence of a left inverse. We have
Vn
dfk ¼
Vn qfk þOðk1=2Þ;
where the last term is obtained thanks to jqfkjgk ¼ Oðk1=2Þ. By the g-genericity of order n
of fk, j
Vn qfkjgkf g, so jVn dfkjgkf g=2 for k large. Let
y^k ¼ ðdfkÞ1: ðfkÞ
TxM ! TxM:
By the asymptotic holomorphicity condition, we have jdfkjgkeC0 for a universal constant
C0, so jy^kjeCg1 for another universal constant C. Now deﬁne yk ¼ y^k  pr?, where pr?
is the orthogonal projection of TfkðxÞCP
2nþ1 onto ðfkÞ
TxM to get the sought left inverse.
To prove condition 2 in Deﬁnition 1.1, we compute the norm of
ðfkÞ
J  J0: ðfkÞ
TxM ! TfkðxÞCP2nþ1:
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But it can be written as
ðfkÞ
J  J0 ¼ dfkJy^k  J0 ¼ ðdfk þ J0 dfkJÞJy^k ¼ 2qfkJy^k ¼ Oðk1=2Þ:
For the isotopy result we follow the ideas of [2]. We need the following auxiliary
result, which we prove in Subsection 2.5.
Lemma 2.16. Let fk:M ! CP2nþ1 be a sequence of asymptotically holomorphic
embeddings with f
k½oFS ¼ ½ko. Then there exists an asymptotically holomorphic sequence
of sections sk of C
2nþ2nLnk, for k large enough, which is g-projectizable and g-generic of
order n, for some g > 0, such that fk ¼ PðskÞ. The same holds for continuous one-parameter
families of embeddings and compatible almost complex structures.
Using Lemma 2.16, we can suppose that f ik ¼ PðsikÞ, i ¼ 0; 1, where s0k and s1k are two
asymptotically holomorphic sequences which are g-projectizable and g-generic of order n,
g > 0. We construct the following family of asymptotically holomorphic sequences of sec-
tions:
stk ¼
ð1 3tÞs0k ; with Jt ¼ J0; t A ½0; 1=3,
0; with Jt ¼ PathðJ0; J1Þ; t A ½1=3; 2=3,
ð3t 2Þs1k; with Jt ¼ J1; t A ½2=3; 1.
8><
>:ð2:1Þ
Choose a > 0 such that any perturbation of sik, i ¼ 0; 1, of C1-norm less than a is still g=2-
projectizable and g=2-generic of order n. Applying Proposition 2.15 to stk with this a, we
obtain a family stk which is h-projectizable and h-generic of order n for some h > 0. We
deﬁne the family of asymptotically holomorphic sequences of sections:
t tk ¼
ð1 3tÞs0k þ 3ts0k; t A ½0; 1=3,
s3t1k ; t A ½1=3; 2=3,
ð3t 2Þs1k þ ð3 3tÞs1k; t A ½2=3; 1.
8><
>:
These are e-projectizable and e-generic of order n sequences of sections, with e¼minfg=2; hg,
so that f tk ¼Pðt tkÞ are asymptotically holomorphic embeddings (maybe after a further small
perturbation to get rid of self-intersections). This implies that f0k and f
1
k are isotopic for k
large enough. r
An important corollary is the existence of symplectic embeddings ofM. The following
result is similar to [16], but we do not obtain an exact symplectic embedding. On the other
hand we control the dimension of the projective space.
Corollary 2.17. Let ðM;oÞ be a closed symplectic manifold of dimension 2n with
symplectic form of integer class. Then there exists a symplectic embedding f:M ! CP2nþ1
verifying that ko ¼ f
oFS, for k large enough.
Proof. Take a g-asymptotically holomorphic sequence fk of embeddings of M in
CP2nþ1. The key idea is that the linear segment of forms ot joining two symplectic forms
compatible with a ﬁxed J is symplectic for every t. In our case we have this condition
asymptotically. Deﬁne the family of 2-forms in M given by ot ¼ ð1 tÞkoþ tf
kðoFSÞ,
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where t A ½0; 1. All of them are cohomologous, so to apply Moser’s trick [12] we only need
to prove that they are symplectic. Take any unitary tangent vector v ATxM, for some x AM.
Then the g-asymptotically holomorphic embeddings yield that gFSðqfkv; qfkvÞf g2. Now
otðv; JvÞ ¼ ð1 tÞkoðv; JvÞ þ tf
koFSðv; JvÞ
¼ ð1 tÞkgðv; vÞ þ toFSðdfkv; J0qfkv J0qfkvÞ
¼ ð1 tÞk þ tgFSðqfkv; qfkvÞ þOðk1=2Þ > 0;
for k large enough, since jqfkj ¼ Oðk1=2Þ. So ot is symplectic. r
2.3. Construction of g-projectizable sections. Our objective is to prove the following
perturbation result.
Proposition 2.18. Let sk be an asymptotically J-holomorphic sequence of sections of
vector bundles C2nþ2nLnk. Then given a > 0, there exists an asymptotically J-holomorphic
sequence of sections sk verifying:
1. jsk  skjC 1;gk < a.
2. sk is h-projectizable for some h > 0.
Moreover, the result can be extended to continuous one-parameter families of asymp-
totically Jt-holomorphic sequences st;k obtaining continuous one-parameter families of sec-
tions st;k satisfying the two precedent conditions.
Proof. The result is a generalization of Proposition 1 in [3] where the result for 4-
manifolds is proved. We proceed by using the globalization argument described in Propo-
sition 2.8. First we deal with the non-parametric case. For this we deﬁne the local and C 0-
open property Pðe; xÞ as jskðxÞj > e. Let d > 0. We only need to ﬁnd for a point x AM a
section tk;x with Gaussian decay away from x, assuring that sk þ tk;x veriﬁes Pðh; yÞ in a
ball of universal gk-radius c, with h ¼ c 0d

logðd1Þp, c 0 and p universal constants.
For this choose a section s refk;x verifying the conditions of Lemma 2.5. Then we select
c ¼ 1 (obviously, universal). The lower bound of s refk;x in the ball Bx ¼ Bgkðx; 1Þ lets us deﬁne
the map
fk;x ¼ sk
s refk;x
: Bx ! C2nþ2:
The lower bound of s refk;x and the asymptotic holomorphicity of sk imply that
j fk;xj < C; jqfk;xj < Ck1=2; j‘qfk;xj < Ck1=2;ð2:2Þ
where C is a universal constant. With the aid of Lemma 2.6 we can build fk ¼ fk;x F1k
deﬁned on a ﬁxed ball Bð0; c 0ÞHCn. Scaling the coordinates by a universal constant
11
10
ðc 0Þ1 we can suppose that fk is deﬁned on Bþ. In this ball, the bounds (2.2) yield
j fkj < C0; jqfkj < C0k1=2; j‘qfkj < C0k1=2;ð2:3Þ
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where C0 is a universal constant. The application f^k ¼
1
C0
fk veriﬁes the hypothesis of
Proposition 2.10 and so there exists, for k large enough, a number wk A Bð0; dÞ such that
j f^k  wkj > s ¼ d

logðd1Þp. Therefore j fk  C0wkj > C0s on B. Now deﬁne
tk;x ¼ C0wkn s refk;x;
so that jtk;xjC r;gk < c 00d, for some universal constant c 00. Using the lower bound of s refk;x we
obtain that jsk þ tk;xjf c 0d

logðd1Þp on a ball Bgkðx; cÞ, for some c > 0, with c 0 and p
universal constants. Then Proposition 2.8 applies and the proof is concluded in the non-
parametric case.
The globalization to the one-parameter case is trivial because all the ingredients in the
proof can be easily chosen in a continuous way. r
2.4. Inductive construction of sections g-generic of order l. Now we study the prob-
lem of perturbing a g-projectizable sequence of sections to achieve genericity of order n. We
shall do this in steps. The result to be proved is the following
Proposition 2.19. Let sk be an asymptotically J-holomorphic sequence of sections of
the vector bundles C2nþ2nLnk which is g-projectizable and g-generic of order l. Then given
a > 0, there exists an asymptotically J-holomorphic sequence of sections sk verifying:
1. jsk  skjC 1;gk < a.
2. sk is h-generic of order l þ 1 for some h > 0.
Moreover, this can be extended to continuous one-parameter families of asymptoti-
cally Jt-holomorphic sequences st;k obtaining continuous one-parameter families of sections
st;k verifying conditions 1 and 2.
Proof. We construct local 1-forms to control the perturbations. For this at a neigh-
borhood of a point x AM we ﬁx local complex Darboux coordinates ðz1k; . . . ; znkÞ using
Lemma 2.6. As in proof of Theorem 2.11, by applying a unitary transformation to C2nþ2,
we can suppose that skðxÞ ¼

s0k ðxÞ; 0; . . . ; 0

. Also there exists a ball with center x and uni-
versal gk-radius c on which js0k jf g=2. We deﬁne, following [3], a local basis of asymptoti-
cally holomorphic 1-forms:
m
j
k ¼ q
z
j
k s
ref
k;x
s0k
 !
;
where s refk;x are given by Lemma 2.5. They have Gaussian decay away from x thanks to the
behavior of s refk;x. At x they form an orthogonal basis of T


xM. We use the trivialization F0
to deﬁne the application
fk: Bgkðx; cÞ ! C2nþ1;ð2:4Þ
y 7! s
1
kðyÞ
s0k ðyÞ
; . . . ;
s2nþ1k ðyÞ
s0k ðyÞ
 !
:
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We deﬁne the following property for sections sk which are g=2-projectizable and
g=2-generic of order l. A section sk has the property Pðe; xÞ if j
Vlþ1 qPskðxÞj > e. This
property is local and open in C1-sense. For applying Proposition 2.8 we need to build, for
0 < d < g=2c 00C, a local perturbation tk;x with jtk;xj < c 00d and Gaussian decay with the
property Pðh; yÞ in a neighborhood of x of universal gk radius c, with h ¼ c 0d

logðd1Þp.
(Here C is the constant of the C1-openness of Pðe; xÞ in Deﬁnition 2.7.) We deﬁne fk as
in (2.4). Then it is easy to see that there exists a universal constant c such that
jVlþ1 qPðskÞj
jVlþ1 qfkj >
1
2
on Bgkðx; cÞ. So we can do the computations for the applications fk. By a unitary trans-
formation in Uð2nþ 1Þ (on C2nþ2 ﬁxing ð1; 0; . . . ; 0Þ) and another in UðnÞ (on the complex
Darboux coordinate chart) we can assure that
qfkðxÞ ¼
u11k ðxÞ 0       0
0 u22k ðxÞ 0    0
0    . .. 0    0
0    0 unnk ðxÞ 0    0
0
BBBB@
1
CCCCA;ð2:5Þ
where ju11k ðxÞ    ullk ðxÞj > g=C 0, C 0 a universal constant. Shrinking c if necessary we can as-
sure that jðqf 1k5   5qf lk Þm1
k
55m l
k
j > g=2C 0 for all the points of the ball Bgkðx; cÞ, where
we denote by ðqf 1k5   5qf lk Þm1
k
55m l
k
the component of qf 1k5   5qf lk in the direction of
m1k5   5m lk. This l-form is an element of the basis composed by the l-wedge products of
the 1-forms m1k; . . . ; m
n
k. In matrix form we are denoting the order l left upper minor of qfk.
Now we construct the ðl þ 1Þ-form
ykðyÞ ¼ ðqf 1k5   5qf lk Þm1
k
55m l
k
5m lþ1k :
Note that if l ¼ 0 then the ﬁrst term in the right hand side simply does not appear. We
can suppose that jykj > csg with cs > 0 a universal constant. We also consider the follow-
ing family of ðl þ 1Þ-forms
M
p
k ¼ ðqf 1k5   5qf lk5qf pk Þm1
k
55m l
k
5m lþ1
k
; l þ 1e pe 2nþ 1:
These forms are components of
Vlþ1 qfk. If we perturb so that the norm of
Mk ¼ ðMlþ1k ; . . . ;M 2nþ1k Þ
is bigger than h ¼ c 0dlogðd1Þp then we have ﬁnished because if jMkj > h then
jVlþ1qfkj > C0h
where C0 is again a universal constant (using that the basis fm i1k5   5m ilþ1k g1ei1< <ilþ1en
is almost orthogonal on the ball Bgkðx; cÞ, in fact orthogonal at x).
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We deﬁne the following sequence of asymptotically holomorphic applications,
hk ¼ ðhlþ1k ; . . . ; h2nþ1k Þ ¼
Mlþ1k
yk
; . . . ;
M 2nþ1k
yk
 
:
So we obtain, scaling the coordinates by universal constants if necessary, h^k: B
þ ! C2nþ1l
which is asymptotically holomorphic thanks to the lower bound of yk and to the asymp-
totic holomorphicity ofMk and yk. We have that n< 2nþ 1 l and so we can ﬁnd jwkj < d
such that jhk  wkj > h ¼ d

logðd1Þp. Thus we obtain that
jðMlþ1k  wlþ1k yk; . . . ;M 2nþ1k  w2nþ1k ykÞj > csgh:
Recall that all the constants depend on g and the asymptotic holomorphicity constants of
sk, so they are independent of x and k. The perturbation ðwlþ1k yk; . . . ;w2nþ1k ykÞ is achieved
by adding the section tk;x ¼ ð0; . . .ðlÞ ; 0;wlþ1k zlþ1k s refk;x; . . . ;w2nþ1k zlþ1k s refk;xÞ to sk. This section
veriﬁes the Gaussian decay bounds required in Proposition 2.8 and jtk;xjC 1;gk < c 00d for some
universal constant c 00. This completes the proof in the non-parametric case.
Now we pass to the one-parameter case. With appropriate continuous unitary trans-
formations, we may assume that st;kðxÞ ¼

s0t;kðxÞ; 0; . . . ; 0

and that qft;kðxÞ is written as
in (2.5). The interval ½0; 1 may be split in a ﬁnite number (depending on k) of subintervals
½ti; tiþ1 such that, for every x AM and for each of the subintervals, there is a ﬁxed order l
minor of qft;kðxÞ with norm bigger than g=C 0, for every t in the subinterval. This allows to
ﬁnd continuous global small perturbations of st;k in every ½ti; tiþ1.
Now we work as follows. For the ﬁrst subinterval ½0; t1, consider st;k, t A ½0; t1, to ﬁnd
a perturbation s1t;k, t A ½0; t1, such that jst;k  s1t;kj < a=2 on ½0; t1 and s1t;k is h1-generic of
order l þ 1, for some h1 > 0. The same can be done for all the odd subintervals ½t2i; t2iþ1.
Using that the bounds can be chosen uniformly, we obtain perturbations s2iþ1t;k , t A ½t2i; t2iþ1,
which are h1-generic of order l þ 1, with jst;k  s2iþ1t;k jC 1 < a=2. Now we may ﬁnd a global
perturbation st;k, t A ½0; 1, satisfying that:
1. st;k ¼ s2iþ1t;k , for all t A ½t2i; t2iþ1. So st;k is h1-generic of order l þ 1 on these sub-
intervals.
2. jst;k  st;kjC 1 < a=2, for all t A ½0; 1.
This perturbation can be found by connecting s2iþ1t2iþ1;k with st2iþ1þe;k through a linear seg-
ment, choosing e > 0 small enough (depending on k). Now we choose a constant g > 0 with
g < a=2 and h1  c 0g > h1=2, where c 0 is the constant of C1-openness of the genericity prop-
erty required. Now we look for a perturbation t2it;k on each of the even subintervals ½t2i1; t2i
which achieves h2-genericity of order l þ 1, for some h2 > 0. Again we extend these per-
turbations to a global continuous perturbation tt;k, t A ½0; 1, which is h2-generic of order
l þ 1 on the even subintervals, and with jtt;k  st;kj < g. Therefore jst;k  tt;kj < a and tt;k
is minfh1=2; h2g-generic of order l þ 1, for all t A ½0; 1. r
2.5. Lifting asymptotically holomorphic embeddings. In this subsection we prove
that the sequences of asymptotically holomorphic embeddings into CP2nþ1 that we are
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considering in Theorem 1.2 come always from asymptotically holomorphic sequences of
sections sk of C
2nþ2nLnk which are g-projectizable and g-generic of order n, for some
g > 0 (at least for k large).
Proof of Lemma 2.16. Suppose that we have a sequence of g-asymptotically holo-
morphic embeddings fk:M ! CP2nþ1, for some g > 0, with f
kU ¼ Lnk. Here U is the
hyperplane line bundle deﬁned over the projective space. The dual of U is the universal line
bundle
E ¼ fðl; sÞ j s A lgHCP2nþ1  C2nþ2 ¼ C2nþ2;
interpreted as a sub-bundle of the trivial bundle C2nþ2. Consider the following sequence
of line bundles, Ek ¼ f
kEnLnk ¼ CHC2nþ2nLnk, which are topologically trivial. We
look for everywhere non-zero sections sk of EkHC
2nþ2nLnk as they satisfy fk ¼ PðskÞ.
Let Pðe; xÞ be the C1-open property for sequences of sections sk of Ek of being
e-transverse to 0 at the point x (see Deﬁnition 2.2). We shall use Proposition 2.10 to ﬁnd
sequences of sections sk which are h-transverse to 0, for some h > 0. Fix any asymptotically
holomorphic sequence sk of Ek (e.g. the zero sections) which will act as the starting point of
our perturbation process. Let x AM. Consider the sections s refk;x of L
nk given by Lemma 2.5
and deﬁne also the local sections of the line bundle f
kEHC
2nþ2,
sk: Bgkðx; k1=6Þ ! C2nþ2;
by setting skðxÞ any vector of norm 1 in the direction deﬁned by fkðxÞ and satisfying the
condition ‘rskðyÞ? skðyÞ, for any y A Bgkðx; cÞ, where r is the radial vector ﬁeld from x.
This determines sk uniquely. The following estimates hold:
jskðyÞj ¼ 1; j‘skðyÞj ¼ O

1þ dkðx; yÞ

;ð2:6Þ
jqskðyÞj ¼ O

k1=2

1þ dkðx; yÞ

; j‘qskðyÞj ¼ O

k1=2

1þ dkðx; yÞ

:
The ﬁrst one follows from ‘rhsk; ski ¼ h‘rsk; skiþ hsk;‘rski ¼ 0. For the second one,
write ‘sk ¼ ‘fk þ h‘sk; skisk, where we identify TfkðyÞCP2nþ1 ¼ ½skðyÞ?HC2nþ2, iso-
metrically. We already know that j‘fkj ¼ Oð1Þ. So
‘rh‘sk; ski ¼ h‘r‘sk; skiþ h‘sk;‘rski ¼ h‘‘rsk; skiþ h‘sk;‘rski
¼ h‘rsk;‘skiþ h‘sk;‘rski ¼ h‘rfk;‘fkiþ h‘fk;‘rfki ¼ Oð1Þ:
The ﬁrst equality uses that ‘ is the standard derivative for functions with values in C2nþ2,
and hence the second derivatives commute. The second equality follows from h‘rsk; ski¼ 0.
So we have that h‘sk; ski¼O

dkðx; yÞ

and hence j‘skj ¼O

1þ dkðx; yÞ

. The other two
cases are worked out analogously.
Now deﬁne the application
fk ¼ sk
s refk;xsk
: Bgkðx; cÞ ! C;
which is asymptotically holomorphic by construction. Using a complex Darboux chart
we trivialize Bgkðx; cÞ to obtain (scaling the coordinates by appropriate universal constants)
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an application f^k: B
þ ! C to which we apply Proposition 2.10 to obtain wk A Bð0; dÞ such
that f^k  wk is h-transverse to 0 in B, where h ¼ d

logðd1Þp. Rescaling and passing to
the manifold, we have that fk  Cwk is C 0h-transverse to 0, for some universal constants
C and C 0. Deﬁne the asymptotically holomorphic sequence of sections tk;x ¼ wks refk;xsk
of Ek, which has Gaussian decay by (2.6), to get a perturbation satisfying the conditions
in Proposition 2.8.
Thus there exists an asymptotically holomorphic sequence sk of sections of Ek which
is h-transverse to 0, for some h > 0. For k large enough, the zeroes of sk is a symplectic
submanifold representing the trivial homology class, hence the empty set. So sk is nowhere
vanishing and hence fk ¼ PðskÞ.
We have that sk is an asymptotically holomorphic sequence of sections of
C2nþ2nLnk. Let us check that sk is h-projectizable, i.e. that jskjf h everywhere. Sup-
pose that this is not the case and take the point x AM where jskj attains its minimum.
As jskðxÞj < h, h-transversality implies that j‘skðxÞjf h. Also sk is asymptotically ho-
lomorphic, so for k large ‘skðxÞ: TxM ! ðEkÞx is surjective. Take v A TxM such that
‘vskðxÞ ¼ skðxÞ. Evaluating the equality
‘jskj2 ¼ h‘sk; skiþ hsk;‘ski
at the point x and along the direction of v, we obtain jskðxÞj2 ¼ 0, which is impossible since
we have already proved that sk is nowhere vanishing.
Finally the extension to the one-parameter case is trivial. r
3. Estimated intersections of symplectic submanifolds
3.1. Notions on estimated Euclidean geometry. In order to set up the deﬁnitions
needed in Subsection 3.2 we state the relevant notions and results on angles between sub-
spaces of Euclidean spaces that we shall need. From now on we assume that we are in Rn
equipped with the standard Euclidean inner product, but all the proofs apply to a general
ﬁnite dimensional Euclidean space.
The angle between two non-zero vectors v;w A Rn is deﬁned as
ﬀðv;wÞ ¼ arccos hv;wijvjjwj
 
A ½0; p:
The angle is symmetric and satisﬁes the classical triangular inequality,
ﬀðu;wÞe ﬀðu; vÞ þ ﬀðv;wÞ;
for non-zero vectors u; v;w A Rn. Also the angle of a vector u3 0 with respect to a subspace
V3 f0g is deﬁned as
ﬀðu;VÞ ¼ min
v AVf0g
fﬀðu; vÞg ¼ ﬀu; vðuÞ A 0; p
2
h i
;
where v: Rn ! Rn is the orthogonal projection onto V , well understood that when vðuÞ ¼ 0
the angle is p=2.
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Deﬁnition 3.1. The maximum angle of a subspace U3 f0g with respect to a sub-
space V3 f0g is deﬁned as
ﬀMðU ;VÞ ¼ max
u AUf0g
ﬀðu;VÞ:
Notice that this angle is not in general symmetric. But in the case dimU ¼ dimV
symmetry does hold. This is easily checked by constructing an orthogonal transformation
permuting the two subspaces. Indeed the maximum angle ﬀMðU ;VÞ gives a notion of prox-
imity between U and V whenever dimUe dimV .
Lemma 3.2. Given U ;V ;W non-zero subspaces in Rn then:
ﬀMðU ;WÞe ﬀMðU ;VÞ þ ﬀMðV ;W Þ:
Proof. We will denote by vðuÞ the orthogonal projection of the vector u onto the
subspace V . In the following inequalities, if vðuÞ ¼ 0, we suppose that the angle in which
this expression appears is p=2. We have
ﬀMðU ;WÞ ¼ max
u AUf0g
min
w AWf0g
fﬀðu;wÞg
 
e max
u AUf0g
min
w AWf0g
ﬀu; vðuÞþ ﬀvðuÞ;w 
¼ max
u AUf0g
ﬀu; vðuÞþ min
w AWf0g
ﬀvðuÞ;w 
e max
u AUf0g
ﬀu; vðuÞþ max
u AUf0g
min
w AWf0g
ﬀvðuÞ;w 
e ﬀMðU ;VÞ þ max
v AVf0g
min
w AWf0g
fﬀðv;wÞg
 
e ﬀMðU ;VÞ þ ﬀMðV ;WÞ: r
Deﬁnition 3.3. The minimum angle of two non-zero subspaces U ;V of Rn is deﬁned
as:
. If dimU þ dimV < n then ﬀmðU ;VÞ ¼ 0.
. If their intersection is not transverse then ﬀmðU ;VÞ ¼ 0.
. If their intersection is transverse then let W be their intersection. Deﬁne Uc as
the orthogonal subspace in U to W , and Vc in the same way. Then
ﬀmðU ;VÞ ¼ min
u AUcf0g
fﬀðu;VcÞg A ½0; p=2:
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The deﬁnition is symmetric because (in the transverse case)
ﬀmðU ;VÞ ¼ min
u AUcf0g
min
v AVcf0g
fﬀðu; vÞg
 
and the two minima commute. Also ﬀmðU ;VÞ ¼ min
u AUcf0g
fﬀðu;VÞg.
Lemma 3.4. For non-zero subspaces U and V of Rn we have that
ﬀmðU ;VÞ ¼ min
u AU?f0g
min
v AV?f0g
fﬀðu; vÞg
 
:
Proof. This is trivial in the case dimU þ dimV < n or when U and V do not inter-
sect transversely. In the transverse case, we can restrict ourselves to the subspace ðU XVÞ?
to compute the angles. So without loss of generality we can suppose that UlV ¼ Rn,
Uc ¼ U and Vc ¼ V . As dimU ¼ dimV?, we may construct an orthogonal transformation
f permuting U and V?, i.e. fðUÞ ¼ V? and fðV?Þ ¼ U . Therefore also fðVÞ ¼ U?. So
ﬀmðU ;VÞ ¼ ﬀm

fðUÞ; fðVÞ ¼ ﬀmðV?;U?Þ ¼ min
u AU?f0g
min
v AV?f0g
fﬀðu; vÞg
 
;
which proves the lemma. r
Proposition 3.5. For non-zero subspaces U ;V ;W of Rn we have that
ﬀmðU ;VÞe ﬀMðU ;WÞ þ ﬀmðW ;VÞ:
Proof. By Lemma 3.4 we have that
ﬀmðU ;VÞ ¼ min
u AU?f0g
min
v AV?f0g
fﬀðu; vÞg
 
e min
u AU?f0g
fﬀðu;wÞg þ min
v AV?f0g
fﬀðw; vÞg;
for any w A Rn. Choose w0 AW?  f0g satisfying
ﬀmðW ;VÞ ¼ min
w AW?f0g
min
v AV?f0g
fﬀðw; vÞg
 
¼ min
v AV?f0g
fﬀðw0; vÞg:
Then we have
ﬀmðU ;VÞe min
u AU?f0g
fﬀðu;w0Þg þ ﬀmðW ;VÞe ﬀMðW?;U?Þ þ ﬀmðW ;VÞ:
The result follows once we show that ﬀMðW?;U?Þ ¼ ﬀMðU ;WÞ. Put ﬀMðU ;WÞ ¼ a.
Let u A U with ﬀðu;WÞ ¼ a. Denoting by w the projection of u onto W?, we have that
ﬀðu;W?Þ ¼ ﬀðu;wÞ ¼ p
2
 a. So ﬀðw;UÞe p
2
 a and hence ﬀðw;U?Þf a. This implies that
ﬀMðW?;U?Þf a ¼ ﬀMðU ;WÞ. The opposite inequality follows by symmetry. r
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Corollary 3.6. Given non-zero subspaces U ;U 0;V of Rn with ﬀmðU ;VÞ > e and
ﬀMðU ;U 0Þ < d then ﬀmðU 0;VÞ > eCd, where C is a universal constant (C ¼ 1 in fact). r
The following result will be very important for our purposes.
Proposition 3.7. Given e > 0 and U A Grðm; nÞ, V A Grðr; nÞ subspaces satisfying that
ﬀmðU ;VÞ > e. Then there are g0 > 0 and a constant C, depending only on e, such that for any
g < g0, if U
0 A Grðm; nÞ and V 0 A Grðr; nÞ verify that
ﬀMðU ;U 0Þ < g; ﬀMðV ;V 0Þ < g;
then U 0 and V 0 intersect transversely and ﬀMðU XV ;U 0XV 0Þ < Cg.
Proof. By Proposition 3.5 choosing g0 > 0 small enough, only depending on e, we
can assure that the following intersections are transverse: UXV ¼W , UXV 0, U 0XV and
U 0XV 0 ¼ W 0, and that ﬀmðU 0;V 0Þf e=2. By Lemma 3.2 we have
ﬀMðW ;W 0Þe ﬀMðW ;U XV 0Þ þ ﬀMðW 0;U XV 0Þ:
We are going to bound the ﬁrst term in the right hand side of the inequality, the bounding
of the second term being analogous.
Put s ¼ dimW ¼ rþm n. Choose an orthonormal basis ðe1; . . . ; esÞ of W , extend
it to an orthonormal basis ðe1; . . . ; erÞ of V and ﬁnally extend it to an orthonormal basis
ðe1; . . . ; enÞ of Rn. Note that ðesþ1; . . . ; erÞ is an orthonormal basis of Vc. As
ﬀmðU ;VÞ ¼ ﬀmðUc;VÞ > e and ﬀMðV ;V 0Þ< g0
we have ﬀmðUc;V 0Þ> e=2 (decreasing g0 if necessary). So UcXV 0 ¼ f0g. Recalling that
VlUc ¼ Rn, we see that there is a basis ðe1 þ e1; . . . ; er þ erÞ for V 0 where ej A Uc. Using
that ﬀmðU ;VÞ > e and that the decomposition Rn ¼ WlVclV? is orthogonal, we have
pr?W ðejÞ ¼ 0;
pr?VcðejÞe jcos ejjejj;
pr?V?ðejÞf
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 jcos ej2
q
jejj ¼ jsin ejjejj:
Checking the angle of ej þ ej with respect to V , we get that
ﬀMðV ;V 0Þf arctan jsin ejjejj
1þ jcos ejjejj f arctan
sin e
1þ jejj jejj
 
:ð3:1Þ
For g0 > 0 small enough we get that jejj < CﬀMðV ;V 0Þ for a constant C depending on e.
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Now we compute ﬀMðW ;U XV 0Þ. The intersection U XV 0 has basis ðe1 þ e1; . . . ; es þ esÞ.
For ui ¼ ei þ ei we have
ﬀðui;WÞ ¼ arccos 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ jeij2
q ¼ arctanjeije jeij:
Therefore ﬀMðW ;U XV 0Þe max
1eies
jeijeCﬀMðV ;V 0ÞeCg. r
Now we are going to set up the relationship between the transversality of maps in the
Donaldson-Auroux approach and the angles deﬁned above.
Lemma 3.8. Let U ;V be two non-zero subspaces of Rn and let g: U ! V and
h: U ! V? be the projections from U with respect to the decomposition Rn ¼ VlV?. If
h has a right inverse y satisfying jyj < g1 for some g > 0 then ﬀmðU ;VÞ > g.
Proof. In the ﬁrst place, as h is onto, the intersection between U and V is trans-
verse. Let W ¼ U XV . Deﬁne y^ ¼ pr?Uc  y: V? ! Uc, which is an inverse of h: Uc ! V?
such that jy^j < g1. Now consider any u A Uc  f0g and put v ¼ hðuÞ. Then
ﬀðu;VÞ ¼ arcsin jhðuÞjjuj ¼ arcsin
jvj
jy^ðvÞj > arcsin
1
g1
> g;
and the proof is concluded. r
3.2. Projective symplectic geometry. In this subsection we will prove Theorem 1.3.
This will provide a geometrical proof of Bertini’s theorem, the main result of [5]. Although
our proof is more technical and long, it has the advantage of giving us a more general kind
of symplectic submanifolds than those in [5], [2]. In fact our technique will allow us a simple
generalization to solve the problem of constructing determinantal symplectic submanifolds
in Section 5. First of all, in order to measure the holomorphicity of submanifolds, let us in-
troduce the complex angle of even dimensional subspaces VHCn as
b: GrRð2r; 2nÞ ! ½0; p=2;
V 7! ﬀMðV ; JVÞ:
Clearly bðVÞ ¼ 0 if and only if V is complex and bðVÞ < p=2 if and only if V is symplectic.
Deﬁnition 3.9. Let ðM;oÞ be a symplectic manifold endowed with a compatible al-
most complex structure J. A sequence of submanifolds SkHM is asymptotically holomor-
phic if bðTSkÞ ¼ Oðk1=2Þ.
Note that if the submanifolds Sk are asymptotically holomorphic then they are sym-
plectic for k large. If fk:M ! CPN is a sequence of asymptotically holomorphic embed-
dings then fkðMÞ is a sequence of asymptotically holomorphic submanifolds.
Proposition 3.10. Let f1k: ðM1; J1Þ ! CPN and f2k: ðM2; J2Þ ! CPN be two se-
quences of asymptotically holomorphic embeddings. Suppose that there exists e > 0 indepen-
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dent of k such that for any x A f1kðM1ÞX f2kðM2Þ, the minimum angle between ðf1kÞ
TM1ðxÞ
and ðf2kÞ
TM2ðxÞ is greater than e. Then Sk ¼ f1kðM1ÞX f2kðM2Þ is a sequence of asymptoti-
cally holomorphic submanifolds (hence symplectic for k large). Also S jk ¼ ðf jkÞ1ðSkÞ is a se-
quence of asymptotically holomorphic submanifolds of Mj, j ¼ 1; 2. Moreover there exists a
sequence of compatible almost complex structures J
j
k of Mj such that S
j
k is pseudoholomor-
phic for J
j
k , jJ jk  Jjj ¼ Oðk1=2Þ and f jk restricted to ðS jk ; J jkÞ is a sequence of asymptotically
holomorphic embeddings in CPN , j ¼ 1; 2.
The same statement holds for the case of one-parameter families of embeddings
ðf1t;kÞt A ½0;1 and ðf2t;kÞt A ½0;1.
Remark that M1 and M2 are not necessarily compact manifolds.
Proof. Let J0 be the standard complex structure of CP
2nþ1. Then
ﬀM
ðf jkÞ
TM; J0ðf jkÞ
TM ¼ Oðk1=2Þ
for j ¼ 1; 2. By Proposition 3.7, ﬀMðTSk; J0TSkÞ ¼ Oðk1=2Þ. As jðf jkÞ
Jj  J0j ¼ Oðk1=2Þ
on ðf jkÞ
TM, we have ﬀM

TSk; ðf jkÞ
JjTSk
¼Oðk1=2Þ and so ﬀMðTS jk ; JjTS jkÞ ¼Oðk1=2Þ,
i.e. S
j
k is a sequence of asymptotically holomorphic submanifolds of Mj.
Finally we have to build J jk on Mj such that jJ jk  Jjj ¼ Oðk1=2Þ and S jk is J jk -
holomorphic. The composition of Jj: TS
j
k !TM with the orthogonal projection TM!TS jk
has square close to 1, for k large enough. So we can homotop it to an almost complex
structure J
j
k on S
j
k . Then we extend this J
j
k to a small tubular neighborhood of S
j
k by giving
a complex structure to the normal bundle of S jk . Finally a homotopy between J
j
k and Jj al-
lows us to extend J jk o¤ a little bigger neighborhood of S
j
k matching with Jj on the border.
This gives the required J jk .
The result for continuous one-parameter families is trivial from the non-parametric
case. r
Let us have a smooth submanifold N of a manifold X . If we ﬁx a metric on X we can
deﬁne a geodesic ﬂow jt. In particular, following the perpendicular directions to N we can
identify a tubular neighborhood of the zero section of the normal bundle of N (deﬁned as
jnj < t0, n A nðNÞ, for some small t0 > 0) with a tubular neighborhood UNHX of N. So we
can deﬁne a distribution DN in UN as
DN

jnðxÞ
 ¼ ðjnÞ
TxN; Ex A N; n A nðNÞ; jnj < t0:
where ðjnÞ
 denotes parallel transport along the geodesic tangent to n.
Deﬁnition 3.11. Suppose fk:M ! X is a sequence of asymptotically holomorphic
embeddings into a Hodge manifold X . Let us ﬁx a complex submanifold NHX . We say
that fk is s-transverse to N, with s < t0, if for all x AM and all k,
d

fkðxÞ;N

< s ) ﬀm
ðfkÞ
ðTxMÞ;DNfkðxÞ > s:
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This property is C1-open, i.e. given fk an embedding h-transverse to N, then a per-
turbation of f^k with dC 1ðfk; f^kÞ < d is ðh CdÞ-transverse to N, where C is a universal
constant.
Obviously a s-transverse sequence of embeddings fk veriﬁes the conditions of Prop-
osition 3.10 with f1k ¼ fk:M ! X and f2k ¼ i: N ,! X . The following result then com-
pletes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Theorem 3.12. Let fk ¼ PðskÞ, where sk is an asymptotically holomorphic sequence of
sections of C2nþ2nLnk which is g-projectizable and g-generic of order n, for some g > 0. Let
us ﬁx a holomorphic submanifold N in CP2nþ1. Then for any d > 0 there exists an asymp-
totically holomorphic sequence of sections sk of C
2nþ2nLnk such that:
1. jsk  skjgk ;C 1 < d.
2. f^k ¼ PðskÞ is an h-asymptotically holomorphic embedding in CP2nþ1 which is e-
transverse to N, for some h > 0 and e > 0. In the case dimC M þ dimC N < 2nþ 1 we
actually have that dFS

f^kðMÞ;N

> e, for k large enough.
Moreover the result can be extended to one-parameter continuous families of com-
plex submanifolds ðNtÞt A ½0;1, taking in this case as starting point a continuous family
ft;k ¼ Pðst;kÞ where st;k are asymptotically Jt-holomorphic sections of C2nþ2nLnk which
are g-projectizable and g-generic of order n, for some g > 0.
The proof of this result will be the content of Subsection 3.3. As a corollary we get a
geometric proof of the main Theorem of [5].
Corollary 3.13. Given a compact symplectic manifold ðM;oÞ, suppose that
½o=2p A H 2ðM;RÞ is the reduction of an integral class h. Then for k large enough there exists
symplectic submanifolds realizing the Poincare´ dual of kh.Moreover, perhaps by increasing k,
all the symplectic submanifolds realizing this Poincare´ dual, constructed as transverse inter-
sections with a ﬁxed complex hyperplane of asymptotically holomorphic sequences of embed-
dings with respect to two compatible almost complex structures, are isotopic. The isotopy can
be made by symplectomorphisms.
Proof. By Theorem 2.11 we build an asymptotically holomorphic sequence of em-
beddings to CP2nþ1. In CP2nþ1 we choose a complex hyperplane H. By Theorem 3.12 we
perturb the sequence of embeddings to ﬁnd a new asymptotically holomorphic sequence
of embeddings fk such that fkðMÞ intersects H with minimum angle greater than e > 0.
Finally Proposition 3.10 implies that fkðMÞXH ¼ HM is an asymptotically holomorphic
sequence of submanifolds, which are symplectic for k large enough. Also f1k ðHMÞ is a
symplectic submanifold of M for k large enough. A direct topological argument shows us
that it is Poincare´ dual of kh.
For the isotopy statement, we take two sequences of symplectic submanifolds,
W 0k and W
1
k , obtained as intersections between two h-asymptotically Jj-holomorphic se-
quences Pðsk; jÞ, j ¼ 0; 1, and two ﬁxed complex hyperplanes H0 and H1 in CP2nþ1 with
angles greater than a ﬁxed e > 0. Then we prove that they are isotopic. We construct the
straight segment Ht, in the dual space, of hyperplanes connecting H0 and H1. We construct
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the family of asymptotically holomorphic sequences st;k as in (2.1). Using Theorem 3.12,
we obtain a family ft;k ¼ Pðst;kÞ of asymptotically Jt-holomorphic embeddings which are
h=2-transverse to N, choosing the perturbation d > 0 small enough. This gives a family of
symplectic isotopic submanifolds ðW tk Þ0 in M for each ﬁxed large k. The problem is that
W 0k does not coincide with ðW 0k Þ0 (and respectively for t ¼ 1). For d > 0 small enough, they
are isotopic, in fact the linear segment
ð1 tÞs0;kþ ts0;kt A ½0;1 provides a family of asymp-
totically holomorphic embeddings transverse to H0, for k large enough giving the desired
isotopy. r
The constructive technique of Theorem 3.12 is more general as we can take any
algebraic subvariety of CP2nþ1 to make the intersection. However, the di‰culty in ﬁnding
topological information about the constructed submanifolds makes it hard to prove that
they are more general than those produced in [2]. To overcome this problem we shall con-
struct in Section 5 a special kind of submanifolds where we can compute symplectic in-
variants using formulas from algebraic geometry.
3.3. Estimated intersections in CP2nB1. Now we aim to prove Theorem 3.12. Our
objective is to ﬁnd sequences fk of asymptotically holomorphic embeddings which are s-
transverse to N.
Proof of Theorem 3.12. As usual we begin with the simplest case, when the com-
plex codimension of N is 1. Also we consider the non-parametric case, being the parametric
one a simple generalization. We say that a sequence of sections sk which is g=2-projectizable
and g=2-generic of order n veriﬁes Pðe; xÞ if PðskÞ is e-transverse to N at the point x. This
property is local and open in C1-sense, for e < t0. To make use of Proposition 2.8 we need to
ﬁnd local sections with Gaussian decay obtaining local transversality. To achieve this local
transversality we are going to use Proposition 2.10.
As N is a ﬁxed holomorphic submanifold, we may ﬁx a ﬁnite covering of CP2nþ1 by
balls Uj such that N is deﬁned as the zero set of a holomorphic function fj: Uj ! C in each
Uj and such that for any z1; z2 A Uj XUN , ﬀM

DNðz1Þ;DNðz2Þ

e e, and for any z1; z2 A Uj,
ﬀM

ker dfjðz1Þ; ker dfjðz2Þ

e e, with e > 0 an arbitrarily small number ﬁxed along the proof.
We choose a constant C independent of k such that j‘fkjgkeC. Therefore
fk

Bgkðx; cÞ

HBgFS

fkðxÞ;Cc

, for any c. Now we choose c > 0 small enough satisfying
the following premises:
1. Let x AM. With a transformation of Uð2nþ 2Þ in C2nþ2, we may suppose that
skðxÞ ¼

s0k ðxÞ; 0; . . . ; 0

. As sk is g-projectizable and asymptotically holomorphic, we can
choose a universal gk-radius c with js0k jf g=2 on Bgkðx; 20cÞ. Also the sections s refk;x of
Lemma 2.5 satisfy js refk;xjfcs on Bgkðx; 20cÞ. Note that fk

Bgkðx; 20cÞ

HBgFS

fkðxÞ; 20Cc

.
2. We use the standard chart F0 for CP
2nþ1 around p ¼ fkðxÞ ¼ ½1; 0; . . . ; 0 to triv-
ialize the ball BgFSðp; 20CcÞ. We may choose c small enough so that F0 is near an isometry,
in the sense that
2
3
jF0ðqÞje dFSðp; qÞe 2jF0ðqÞj
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for q A BgFSðp; 20CcÞ. Also we require j‘F0je 2 in such ball. With respect to this trivial-
ization the map fk is given locally as
fk ¼ F0  fk: Bgkðx; 20cÞ ! Bð0; 40CcÞ;
y 7! s
1
kðyÞ
s0k ðyÞ
; . . . ;
s2nþ1k ðyÞ
s0k ðyÞ
 !
:
Clearly j‘fkje 2C uniformly in k.
3. We can reduce c so that, for any p, BgFSðp; 20CcÞHUj for some Uj. Therefore N
is deﬁned in Bð0; 15CcÞ by a function f : Bð0; 15CcÞ ! C. Call Z ¼ Zð f Þ in such ball. The
angle condition means that ker df ðz1Þ, ker df ðz2Þ are close enough (say less than p=6) for
z1; z2 A Z.
Let x AM. In the case d

fkðxÞ;N

f 2Cc, as we perform a small perturbation,
say of norm d > 0 such that dFS

fkðxÞ; f^kðxÞ

<
1
2
Cc, for all x AM, there is still
1
2
Cc-
transversality at a c-neighborhood of x. So we are ﬁnished.
Suppose d

fkðxÞ;N

< 2Cc. Then take a point z0 A Bð0; 4CcÞXZ giving the mini-
mum distance from 0 to Z. If 0 B Z, take v ¼ ðv1; . . . ; v2nþ1Þ A C2nþ1 a unitary vector in the
direction of the line from 0 to z0. This vector is perpendicular to Tz0Z. If 0 A Z then let v be
a unitary vector orthogonal to T0Z. Therefore
hdf ðzÞ; vif 1
2
jdf ðzÞjð3:2Þ
for any z A ZXBð0; 15CcÞ, by the condition on the angle (taking e > 0 small enough).
Let r0 A C with r0v ¼ z0 A Z. We look for a function rk ¼ rkðyÞ: Bgkðx; cÞ ! C such
that rkðxÞ ¼ r0 and
f

f 1k ðyÞ þ rkv1; . . . ; f 2nþ1k ðyÞ þ rkv2nþ1
 ¼ 0:ð3:3Þ
This corresponds to tracing a straight line from the image of the point y A Bgkðx; cÞ to
Z with direction v. Such rk can be found with the use of the implicit function theorem ap-
plied to the function F : Bgkðx; cÞ  Bðr0; 4CcÞ ! C given as the left hand side of (3.3). This
F is well-deﬁned since f is deﬁned on Bð0; 10CcÞHF0ðUjÞ. To guarantee the existence of
rk ¼ rkðyÞ for all y A Bgkðx; cÞ we have to check that
‘yF
qF=qrk

 ¼ hdf ;‘fkihdf ; vi

e 4C;
which holds thanks to (3.2). This gives the existence of rk in the whole of the ball Bgkðx; cÞ
as well as the bound j‘rkje 4C, and hence jrkje 8Cc.
Now our task is to prove that rk is asymptotically holomorphic, so we trade a
geometrical transversality problem into a local one. For this let us compute qrk. Recall
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that fk is asymptotically holomorphic and f is holomorphic. Di¤erentiate the equality
f

fkðyÞ þ rkðyÞv
 ¼ 0, so
0 ¼ q f  fkðyÞ þ rkðyÞv ¼ qf ðzÞ  qfkðyÞ þ qrkðyÞvð3:4Þ
¼ Oðk1=2Þ þ hdf ðzÞ; viqrkðyÞ;
with z ¼ fkðyÞ þ rkðyÞv. Using (3.2) we get that qrk ¼ Oðk1=2Þ. We already know that
j‘rkj ¼ Oð1Þ. Di¤erentiating (3.4) one easily obtains also that j‘qrkj ¼ Oðk1=2Þ. So rk is
asymptotically holomorphic. Now the function
hk ¼ rk s
0
k
s refk;x
: Bgkðx; cÞ ! C;
is also asymptotically holomorphic.
Dividing hk by an appropriate constant, using the chart Fk deﬁned in Lemma 2.6 and
scaling the coordinates by a universal constant, we obtain a function ~hk deﬁned on B
þ sat-
isfying the hypothesis of Proposition 2.10, for k large enough. So going back to hk through
universal constants, we ﬁnd jwkj < d such that hk  wk is h-transverse to 0 in a ball of uni-
versal gk-radius around x with h ¼ c 0d

logðd1Þp.
Now we have a direction v and a modulus wk for a perturbation. The perturbation we
give is
tk;x ¼ ð0;wkv1s refk;x; . . . ;wkv2nþ1s refk;xÞ:
Let us look at the perturbed map f^k ¼ Pðsk  tk;xÞ. It is asymptotically holomorphic and
g 0-projectizable and g 0-generic of order n, for some g 0 > 0, with jtk;xj < c 00d (for d > 0 small
enough). Let us check that f^k is h-transverse to N with h¼ c 0d

logðd1Þp and c 0 a constant
depending only on c and the asymptotically holomorphic bounds of sk. With this, applying
Proposition 2.8, the proof in this case is concluded. (If f^k is an immersion, we take a pertur-
bation of order Oðk1=2Þ to make it an embedding.)
The hk associated to f^k is h^k ¼ hk  wk. The ﬁnal point is to set up the relationship
between the transversality of h^k to 0 and the transversality of f^k to N. Note that we have
r^k ¼ h^k
s refk;x
s0k
, f^k ¼ F0  f^k and p^k ¼ f^k þ r^kv ¼ pk.
Using that js refk;x=s0k j is bounded above and below uniformly and that
j‘ðs refk;x=s0k Þj ¼ Oð1Þ;
it is easy to prove that if h^k is h-transverse to 0 then r^k is c0h-transverse to 0, for some
universal constant c0.
Let y A Bgkðx; cÞ. If jr^kðyÞjf c0h then d

f^kðyÞ;N

f c1h, for some universal constant
c1. Otherwise j‘r^kðyÞj > c0h. We shall use Lemma 3.8 for the subspaces U ¼ ðdf^kÞ
TyM
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and V ¼ TpkðyÞZ of C2nþ1. Let V 0 ¼ ½v. The projections from U to the summands of the
decomposition C2nþ1 ¼ VlV 0 are given respectively by g ¼ dpk  ðdf^kÞ1 and
h ¼ v dr^k  ðdf^kÞ1:
This follows from dpk ¼ df^k þ dr^k v which gives Id ¼ dpk  ðdf^kÞ1  v dr^k  ðdf^kÞ1. The
map h has a right inverse of norm bounded by C 0h1, for some universal constant C 0 (here
we use that fk is generic of order n and that the perturbations are small). It is easy to check
that Lemma 3.8 is still valid whenV andV 0 are almost orthogonal (and not just orthogonal),
so we have
ﬀm
ðdf^kÞ
TyM;TpkðyÞZf c2h:
Push forward the distribution DN through the chart F0 to a distribution DZ in
Bð0; 15CcÞ. Then there exists a constant C 00 independent of k such that
ﬀM

TzZ;DZðzþ lvÞ

< C 00dðzþ lv;ZÞ;
for z A Z, l A C with jzj < 14Cc, jlj < Cc. Now use Proposition 3.5 to get
ﬀm
ðdf^kÞ
TyM;DZ f^kðyÞ > c2h C 00d f^kðyÞ;Z:
For d

f^kðyÞ;Z

< c2h=2C
00 we get ﬀm
ðdf^kÞ
TyM;DZ f^kðyÞ > c2h=2. Passing to the
manifold we get ﬀm
ðdf^kÞ
TyM;DNf^kðyÞ > c 02h, whenever df^kðyÞ;N < c 01h, for some
universal constants c 01 and c
0
2.
To achieve the solution when the codimension of N is r > 1, we follow the same
ideas as in the precedent case. In this case f : Bð0; 15CcÞ ! Cr and one chooses the point
z0 giving the minimum distance from 0 to Z which yields a vector v1 orthogonal to Z at z0.
Then one completes to a unitary basis ðv1; . . . ; vrÞ for the orthogonal to Tz0Z. The function
rk: Bgkðx; cÞ ! Cr is deﬁned by the condition f ð fk þ r1kv1 þ    þ rrkvrÞ ¼ 0. The perturba-
tion will be of the form
tk;x ¼ ð0;w1kv11s refk;x þ    þ wrkv1r s refk;x; . . . ;w1kv2nþ11 s refk;x þ    þ wrkv2nþ1r s refk;xÞ;
where vi ¼ ðv1i ; . . . ; v2nþ1i Þ, i ¼ 1; . . . ; r and wk ¼ ðw1k ; . . . ;wrkÞ. The proof above works again.
The parametric case is easy and we leave the reader to ﬁll in the details. r
4. Asymptotically holomorphic embeddings to Grassmannians
Let ðM;oÞ be a symplectic manifold of integer class and let L stand for the hermitian
line bundle with a connection ‘ with curvature io. Let E be a rank r hermitian bundle
over M endowed with a hermitian connection. Fix a compatible almost complex structure
J onM. In this section we shall deal with the issue of constructing sequences of embeddings
ofM into the Grassmannian Grðr;NÞ which are asymptotically J-holomorphic in the sense
of Deﬁnition 1.1. More speciﬁcally, we aim to prove the following result from which The-
orem 1.4 follows.
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Theorem 4.1. Suppose N > nþ r 1 and rðN  rÞ > 2n. Given an asymptotically
J-holomorphic sequence of sections sk of the vector bundles C
NnEnLnk and a > 0 then
there exists another sequence sk verifying that:
1. jsk  skjC 1;gk < a.
2. fk ¼ GrðskÞ is an asymptotically holomorphic sequence of embeddings in Grðr;NÞ
for k large enough.
3. f
kU ¼ EnLnk, where U! Grðr;NÞ is the universal rank r bundle.
Moreover given two asymptotically holomorphic sequences f0k and f
1
k of embeddings in
Grðr;NÞ with respect to two compatible almost complex structures, then for k large enough
there exists an isotopy of asymptotically holomorphic embeddings f tk connecting f
0
k and f
1
k.
4.1. Proof of main result. First let us ﬁx some notation. A point s A Grðr;NÞ corre-
sponds to an r-dimensional subspace VsHC
N . Choosing a basis s1; . . . ; sr for Vs, we denote
s ¼
s1
..
.
sr
2
64
3
75 ¼
s11 s12    s1N
..
. . .
. ..
.
sr1 sr2    srN
2
64
3
75:
This identiﬁes s as the equivalence class of rN matrices of rank r under the action of
GLðr;CÞ on the left. The standard metric gGr for Grðr;NÞ is the metric induced by the
Fubini-Study metric gFS under the Plu¨cker embedding [8], Chapter 1, Section 5. We pro-
ceed by steps to obtain asymptotically holomorphic embeddings.
Deﬁnition 4.2. Let g > 0 and 0e le r. A sequence of asymptotically J-
holomorphic sections sk ¼ ðs1k ; . . . ; sNk Þ of the vector bundles CNnEnLnk is said to be
g-grassmannizable of order l if for all x AM, jVl skðxÞj > g. It is g-grassmannizable when
it is g-grassmannizable of order r. (Here sk ¼ ðs1k; . . . ; sNk Þ is interpreted as a morphism of
bundles CN ! EnLnk and Vl sk is the corresponding l-fold wedge product.)
If we have the condition of g-grassmannizability for a section sk then we obtain a
morphism fk ¼ GrðskÞ:M ! Grðr;NÞ, called the grassmannization of sk, as follows. At
a point x take a basis ðe1; . . . ; erÞ for the ﬁber of E at x. Then
fkðxÞ ¼ ½s1kðxÞ; . . . ; sNk ðxÞ ¼
2
664
s11k s
12
k    s1Nk
..
. . .
. ..
.
sr1k s
r2
k    srNk
3
775;
where sikðxÞ ¼ s1ik e1 þ    þ srik er. This is well-deﬁned and independent of the chosen basis.
Deﬁnition 4.3. Let h> 0 and 0elen. A sequence of asymptotically J-holomorphic
g-grassmannizable sections sk of vector bundles C
NnEnLnk is h-generic of order l if
GrðskÞ satisﬁes j
Vl qGrðskÞðxÞjgk > h, for all x AM.
In order to prove Theorem 4.1 we shall use the following auxiliary proposition that
will be proved in the following subsections.
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Proposition 4.4. Suppose N > nþ r 1 and rðN  rÞ > 2n. Let sk be an asymp-
totically J-holomorphic sequence of sections of the vector bundles CNnEnLnk and a > 0.
Then there exists another sequence sk verifying:
1. jsk  skjC 1;gk < a.
2. sk is g-grassmannizable and g-generic of order n for some g > 0.
Moreover, the result holds for one-parameter families of sections where the sections and
the compatible almost complex structures depend continuously on t A ½0; 1.
There is an analogue of Lemma 2.16 in the case of Grassmannian embeddings.
We state it without proof, since we shall not make use of it in this work. Details of the
proof can be found in [14]. If we do not use it then we need to impose in the isotopy part
of the statement of Theorem 4.1 that f ik, i ¼ 0; 1, come from sequences of sections of
CNnEnLnk.
Lemma 4.5. Let fk:M ! Grðr;NÞ be a sequence of asymptotically holomorphic em-
beddings with f
kU ¼ EnLnk. Then there exists a sequence of asymptotically holomorphic
sections sk of C
NnEnLnk, for k large enough, which is g-grassmannizable and g-generic of
order n, for some g > 0, such that fk ¼ GrðskÞ. The same holds for continuous one-parameter
families of embeddings and compatible almost complex structures.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Note that the last property is obvious by the construction.
Let us begin with an asymptotically J-holomorphic sequence sk of sections of the bundles
CNnEnLnk and perturb it using Proposition 4.4 to obtain an asymptotically holomor-
phic g-grassmannizable and g-generic of order n sequence of sections sk. The ﬁrst property
implies that fk ¼ GrðskÞ is well-deﬁned, the second that it is an immersion. To get an em-
bedding we use that 2 dimM < dimGrðr;NÞ ¼ 2rðN  rÞ to ﬁnd a generic Cp-perturbation
of norm less than Oðk1=2Þ to get rid of the self-intersections and keeping the asymptotic
holomorphicity, the grassmannizability and the genericity of order n. Now we only have to
check that the sequence fk ¼ GrðskÞ satisﬁes the required conditions in Deﬁnition 1.1.
Choose a point x AM and trivialize E in a neighborhood of x by ﬁxing an ortho-
normal basis e1; . . . ; er. Now by a rotation with an element of UðNÞ acting on CN and an
element of UðrÞ acting on E, we can assure that
skðxÞ ¼
s11k ðxÞ 0       0
0 s22k ðxÞ 0    0
0    . .. 0    0
0    srrk ðxÞ 0    0
0
BBBB@
1
CCCCAð4:1Þ
where s
ij
k are sections of L
nk. This corresponds to an isometric transformation of Grðr;NÞ.
The g-grassmannizable property implies that js11k    srrk jf g. By the asymptotic holomor-
phicity bounds it is jskj ¼ Oð1Þ, so that jsiik jf g=C, for some universal constant C. There-
fore on a ball Bgkðx; cÞ of ﬁxed universal radius c, the ﬁrst r r minor of skðyÞ has an in-
verse of norm bounded by C 0g1, for some universal constant C 0.
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Let v1; . . . ; vN be the canonical basis of C
N . We consider the standard local chart for
Grðr;NÞ aroundP0¼fkðxÞ¼ ½v1; . . . ; vr for the open setU0¼fP jPX½vrþ1; . . . ; vN  ¼ f0gg
as
F0: U0 ! CrðNrÞ;
s11    s1N
..
. . .
. ..
.
sr1    srN
2
64
3
75 7!
s11    s1r
..
. . .
. ..
.
sr1    srr
0
B@
1
CA
1 s1; rþ1 s1; rþ2    s1N
..
. . .
. ..
.
sr; rþ1 sr; rþ2    srN
0
B@
1
CA:
It is easy to check that F0 is an isometry at the point P0. In this chart, we have the map
fk ¼ F0  fk. We can compute the bounds required in Deﬁnition 1.1 using fk instead of fk.
The proof of Theorem 2.11 now carries, over verbatim. For the isotopy result we use
Lemma 4.5. r
4.2. Construction of g-grassmannizable sections. Our goal is to prove:
Proposition 4.6. Suppose N > nþ r 1. Let sk be an asymptotically J-holomorphic
sequence of sections of the vector bundles CNnEnLnk which is g-grassmannizable of order
l, for some g > 0. Then given a > 0, there exists an asymptotically J-holomorphic sequence of
sections sk verifying:
1. jsk  skjC 1;gk < a.
2. sk is h-grassmannizable of order l þ 1 for some h > 0.
Moreover, the result can be extended to continuous one-parameter families depending
continuously of t A ½0; 1.
Proof. Again we use the globalization argument in Proposition 2.8. Let us do the
non-parametric case, the other one being a trivial extension by now. Deﬁne the local and
C 0-open property Pðe; xÞ as jVlþ1 skðxÞj > e. We need to ﬁnd for a point x AM a section
tk;x with Gaussian decay away from x, with sk þ tk;x satisfying Pðh; yÞ in a ball of uni-
versal gk-radius c.
Choose a point x AM. Fix an orthonormal basis e1; . . . ; er trivializing E in a neigh-
borhood of x, so sk may be interpreted as a morphism C
N ! CrnLnk. Again we can
suppose that skðxÞ is as in (4.1), with js11k ðxÞ    sllk ðxÞjf g. Deﬁne
M
p
k ¼ ð
Vlþ1
skÞðe155elþ1Þn ðe155el5epÞ
as the component of
Vlþ1
sk along ðe15  5elþ1Þn ðe15  5el5epÞ. Also
jðVlskÞðe155elÞn ðe155elÞj > g=2
on a ball Bgkðx; cÞ of ﬁxed radius c. Let s refk;x be the sections given by Lemma 2.5 and deﬁne
yk ¼ ð
Vl
skÞðe155elÞn ðe155 elÞs refk;x. Clearly jykj > csg=2 on Bgkðx; cÞ.
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If we perturb sk so that the norm of Mk ¼ ðMlþ1k ; . . . ;MNk Þ is bigger than
h ¼ c 0dlogðd1Þp then we have ﬁnished. For this we deﬁne
hk ¼ ðhlþ1k ; . . . ; hNk Þ ¼
Mlþ1k
yk
; . . . ;
MNk
yk
 
:
We obtain, scaling the coordinates by universal constants if necessary, hk: B
þ ! CNl
which is asymptotically holomorphic. As n < N  l, we can ﬁnd jwkj < d so that
jhk  wkj > d

logðd1Þp:
Then we obtain that jðMlþ1k  wlþ1k yk; . . . ;MNk  wNk ykÞj > h ¼ c 0d

logðd1Þp, for some
universal c 0. This perturbation term is achieved with the section
tk;x ¼ ð0; . . .ðlÞ ; 0;wlþ1k elþ1s refk;x; . . . ;wNk elþ1s refk;xÞ
of the bundles CNnEnLnk. This ﬁnishes the proof. r
Remark 4.7. We cannot improve the condition N > nþ r 1 in Proposition 4.6.
As we shall see in Section 5, we expect the locus of points of M where the rank of
sk: C
N ! EnLnk is not maximum to have codimension N  rþ 1.
4.3. Inductive construction of sections g-generic of order l. Now we study the prob-
lem of perturbing the sequence sk to achieve genericity of order n.
Proposition 4.8. Suppose rðN  rÞ > 2n. Let sk be an asymptotically J-holomorphic
sequence of sections of the vector bundles CNnEnLnk, which is g-grassmannizable and
g-generic of order l. Then given a > 0, there exists an asymptotically J-holomorphic sequence
of sections sk verifying:
1. jsk  skjC 1;gk < a.
2. sk is h-generic of order l þ 1 for some h > 0.
Moreover, this result can be extended to continuous one-parameter families of sections
and almost complex structures.
Proof. Deﬁne the property Pðe; xÞ for a section sk which is g=2-grassmannizable
and g=2-generic of order l as jVlþ1 qGrðskÞðxÞj > e. A perturbation of our initial section
veriﬁes the hypothesis if we perturb by adding sections of C1-norm smaller than g=2C, C
some universal constant. For applying Proposition 2.8 we need to build, for 0< d < g=2Cc 00,
a local perturbation tk;x with jtk;xj < c 00d and Gaussian decay with the property Pðh; yÞ on
Bgkðx; cÞ with h ¼ c 0d

logðd1Þp.
Choose a point x AM. We can suppose that skðxÞ is as in (4.1) with
js11k ðxÞ    srrk ðxÞjf g. The asymptotically holomorphic bounds imply that jskj ¼ Oð1Þ, so
that jsiik ðxÞjf g=C for some universal constant C. There is a ﬁxed universal radius c such
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that the ﬁrst r r minor of skðyÞ has an inverse of norm bounded by C 0g1, for some uni-
versal constant C 0, on Bgkðx; cÞ. Then we can use the trivialization F0 to deﬁne the maps
fk: Bgkðx; cÞ ! CrðNrÞ;
y 7!
s11k ðyÞ    s1rk ðyÞ
..
. ..
.
sr1k ðyÞ    srrk ðyÞ
0
BB@
1
CCA
1
s
1; rþ1
k ðyÞ    s1Nk ðyÞ
..
. ..
.
s
r; rþ1
k ðyÞ    srNk ðyÞ
0
BB@
1
CCA:
Let Ak be the ﬁrst r r minor of sk. Then we can deﬁne Cr-valued 1-forms, for
1e ie r, 1e je n, as
m
ij
k ¼ q
ðAkÞ1Bz jk s refk;xei;
where B is a constant matrix of GLðr;CÞ chosen to assure that m ijk is an orthonormal basis
of T 
MnCrnLnk at x (and hence approximately orthonormal at a universal neighbor-
hood). By the lower and upper bounds of skðxÞ it is easy to check that all the coe‰cients of
B are universally bounded.
Denoting by f tk , 1e teN  r, the t-th column of fk, we have qf tk ¼
P
i; j
u
ijt
k m
ij
k . So
qfk ¼ ðu111k m11k þ u121k m12k þ    þ u1n1k m1nk ; u211k m21k þ    ; . . . ;    þ urnðNrÞk mrnk Þ:
Now we spread out the coe‰cients ði; tÞ in one single row to get an n rðN  rÞ matrix uk.
After a suitable unitary transformation of UðnÞ on the complex Darboux coordinate chart
and a horizontal relabeling of the coordinates, we can suppose that
q~fkðxÞ ¼
u11k ðxÞ 
       

0 u22k ðxÞ 
    

0    . .. 
    

0    0 unnk ðxÞ 
    

0
BBBB@
1
CCCCA;ð4:2Þ
where ju11k ðxÞ    ullk ðxÞj > g=C0, C0 a universal constant. The relabeling is given by a func-
tion a A f1; . . . ; rðN  rÞg 7! iðaÞ; tðaÞ A f1; . . . ; rg  f1; . . . ;N  rg. Consider the func-
tion ykðyÞ given by the determinant of the ﬁrst l  l minor of (4.2). Shrinking c if necessary
we can assure that ykðyÞ > g=2C0 on the ball Bgkðx; cÞ. Also we deﬁne the functions Mpk ðyÞ
given as the determinant of the ðl þ 1Þ  ðl þ 1Þ minor given by the ﬁrst l þ 1 rows of (4.2)
and the ﬁrst l columns together with the p-th column, l þ 1e pe rðN  rÞ. If we perturb
so that the norm of Mk ¼ ðMlþ1k ; . . . ;MrðNrÞk Þ gets bigger than h ¼ c 0d

logðd1Þp then
we are done. We deﬁne the asymptotically holomorphic maps hk ¼ M
lþ1
k
yk
; . . . ;
M
rðNrÞ
k
yk
 !
.
So we obtain, scaling the coordinates by universal constants if necessary, hk: B
þ !CrðNrÞl
which is asymptotically holomorphic. As n < rðN  rÞ  l we can ﬁnd jwkj < d such that
jhk  wkj > d logðd1Þ
 p
. Thus
jðMlþ1k  wlþ1k yk; . . . ;MrðNrÞk  wrðNrÞk ykÞj > h ¼ c 0d

logðd1Þp:
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The perturbation term ðwlþ1k yk; . . . ;wrðNrÞk ykÞ is achieved by adding the section
tk;x ¼ B  0; . . .ðrÞ ; 0;
P
tðaÞ¼rþ1;a>l
wakzlþ1eiðaÞs
ref
k;x; . . . ;
P
tðaÞ¼N;a>l
wakzlþ1eiðaÞs
ref
k;x
 !
:
This ﬁnishes the proof in the non-parametric case. The other case is left to the reader. r
4.4. Zero sets of vector bundles. Following the ideas of Subsection 3.3 and using
Proposition 3.10 we can prove the following two results.
Theorem 4.9. Given fk ¼ GrðskÞ, where sk is a sequence of asymptotically holomor-
phic sections of CNnEnLnk, which are g-grassmannizable and g-generic of order n, for
some g > 0. Fix a holomorphic submanifold V in Grðr;NÞ. Then for any a > 0 there exists a
sequence of asymptotically holomorphic sections sk of C
NnEnLnk such that:
1. jsk  skjgk ;C 1 < a.
2. GrðskÞ is an h-asymptotically holomorphic embedding in Grðr;NÞ which is e-
transverse to V, with h> 0 and e> 0 independent of k. In the case dimMþdimV < 2rðN rÞ
we have that dGr

fkðMÞ;V

> e, for k large enough.
Moreover the result can be extended to one-parameter continuous families of com-
plex submanifolds ðVtÞt A ½0;1, taking in this case as starting point a continuous family
ft;k ¼ Grðst;kÞ, where st;k is a continuous family of asymptotically Jt-holomorphic sequences
of sections which are g-grassmannizable and g-generic of order n. r
We call universal planes to the zero sets of algebraic sections transverse to zero of the
universal bundle U over the grassmannian Grðr;NÞ. Now we can deduce the main result of
[2].
Corollary 4.10. Let ðM;oÞ be a compact symplectic manifold of integer class. Let
E be a hermitian vector bundle over M. Then for k large enough there exist symplectic sub-
manifolds obtained as zero sets of the bundles EnLnk. Moreover, perhaps by increasing
k, we have that all the symplectic submanifolds constructed as transverse intersections of
asymptotically holomorphic sequences with a ﬁxed universal plane are isotopic. The isotopy
can be made through symplectomorphisms.
5. Determinantal submanifolds of closed symplectic manifolds
Let ðM;oÞ be a symplectic manifold of integer class, endowed with a compatible
almost complex structure. Let E and F be two vector bundles of ranks re and rf , respec-
tively. Recall that for any morphism j: E ! F we have deﬁned in Deﬁnition 1.5 the r-
determinantal set as
SrðjÞ ¼ fx AM j rank jx ¼ rg:
We want to prove Theorem 1.6, which allows to construct SrðjÞ as a symplectic sub-
manifold, after twisting E and F with large powers of L. We prove this by embeddingM in
a product of two Grassmannians and cutting its image with suitable ‘‘generalized Schubert
cycles’’. The next section is devoted to this task.
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Remark 5.1. A naive approach to proving Theorem 1.6 consists on taking
the r-fold wedge product of jk,
Vr jk, whose zero set is the stratiﬁed submanifold
S0ðjkÞW . . . WSrðjkÞ. If jk is an asymptotically J-holomorphic sequence of sections of the
bundle E 
nFnLn2k, one could try to use Donaldson’s techniques to get a new sequence
of sections transverse in an adequate sense to assure symplecticity. The following example
shows the main obstacle to this approach: Take a symplectic 8-manifold in the hypothesis
of Theorem 1.6 with two hermitian vector bundles E and F of rank 2. Using Auroux’ tech-
niques we can assure that the zero sets of jk are h-transverse to 0, for some h> 0. For
V2 jk,
we need the condition
jqV2 jkj < jqV2 jkj:
But at any x A ZðjkÞ both terms vanish, so we cannot impose a global transversality prop-
erty for the section
V2 jk. This case is very similar to that in [5] and can be treated with an
‘‘ad hoc’’ argument, but more general cases do not admit a treatment based on the use of
normal forms of the singularities, because for higher dimensions the problem becomes in-
tractable [1].
5.1. Bigrassmannian embeddings. Choose two sequences of sections sek and s
f
k of the
bundles CNnE 
nLnk and CNnFnLnk respectively, which are g-grassmannizable and
g-generic of order n, for some g> 0, providing by Theorem 4.1, asymptotically holomorphic
sequences of embeddings GrðsekÞ and Grðs fk Þ of M in Grðre;NÞ and Grðrf ;NÞ, respectively,
for N a large integer number. Thus we obtain an asymptotically holomorphic sequence of
embeddings of M into the bigrassmannian Biðre; rf ;NÞ ¼ Grðre;NÞ Grðrf ;NÞ,
fk ¼ GrðsekÞ Grðs fk Þ:M ! Grðre;NÞ Grðrf ;NÞ ¼ Biðre; rf ;NÞ:
Let Ue and Uf be the universal bundles over Grðre;NÞ and Grðrf ;NÞ respectively.
Write pe: Biðre; rf ;NÞ ! Grðre;NÞ for the projection onto the ﬁrst factor (and analo-
gously pf ). Recall that GrðsekÞ
ðUeÞ ¼ E 
nLnk and Grðs fk Þ
ðUf Þ ¼ FnLnk. Then
Uef ¼ p
e ðUeÞn p
f ðUf Þ satisﬁes f
kUef ¼ E 
nFnLn2k and it has a holomorphic sec-
tion s verifying that:
1. Dr ¼ SrðsÞ is an open complex submanifold in Biðre; rf ;NÞ.
2. codimC Dr ¼ ðre  rÞðrf  rÞ.
Actually this section comes naturally: pull back the inclusion and projection mor-
phisms U
e ,! CN and CN ! Uf to the bigrassmannian, and compose them after having
taken a suitable identiﬁcation of the trivial bundles CN .
Now if we assure that, for each r, fk is transverse to Dr with an angle e > 0 inde-
pendent of k, we have ﬁnished the proof of Theorem 1.6 by Proposition 3.10.
Lemma 5.2. Let fk:M ! Biðre; rf ;NÞ be a g-asymptotically holomorphic sequence of
embeddings. Suppose that fk is s-transverse to Dr. Then there exists e > 0, depending only on
g, s and the universal bounds of the derivatives of the sequence, such that fk is s=2-transverse
to Dr 0 , r
0 > r, when we restrict to an e-neighborhood of Dr.
In other words we do not have to care about the behavior of the angle near the border
of the strata.
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Proof. Choose a point x ADrXfkðMÞ. Recall that by s-transversality, the minimum
angle between TxDr and TxfkðMÞ is greater than s. We trivialize Biðre; rf ;NÞ by a chart F0
deﬁned as the cartesian product of two standard charts in the Grassmannians, which is an
isometry at the origin and satisﬁes that F0ðxÞ ¼ 0. Since Dr is contained in the closure of
Dr 0 and the fDrgr form a Whitney stratiﬁcation, we have
jyj < d ) ﬀM

T0F0ðDrÞ;TyF0ðDr 0 Þ

< cDd; Ey A Bð0; cuÞXF0ðDr 0 Þ:ð5:1Þ
The angles are measured with respect to the standard Euclidean metric which is close to
that induced by the bigrassmannian if we choose cu small enough. Here cD is universal.
Also by the asymptotic holomorphicity bounds of fk we know that
jyj < d ) ﬀM

T0F0

fkðMÞ

;TyF0

fkðMÞ

< cf d;ð5:2Þ
Ey A Bð0; cuÞXF0

fkðMÞ

;
where cf is universal. Now Proposition 3.5 says that
ﬀm

T0F0ðDrÞ;T0F0

fkðMÞ

e ﬀM

T0F0ðDrÞ;TyF0ðDr 0 Þ

þ ﬀm

TyF0ðDr 0 Þ;TyF0

fkðMÞ

þ ﬀM

TyF0

fkðMÞ

;T0F0

fkðMÞ

:
Using inequalities (5.1) and (5.2) and recalling that the angles are measured with respect
to the bigrassmannian metric (which is related to the standard metric in the ball Bð0; cuÞ by
non zero universal constants), we get the required result. r
With Lemma 5.2 the proof of Theorem 1.6 reduces to the following result, whose
proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.9.
Proposition 5.3. Let sek and s
f
k be two asymptotically holomorphic sequences of
the vector bundles CNnE 
nLnk and CNnFnLnk which are g-grassmannizable and g-
generic of order n, deﬁning so an asymptotically holomorphic embedding in Biðre; rf ;NÞ. Fix
an algebraic open submanifold V in Biðre; rf ;NÞ with compactiﬁcation V ¼ V WW . Then for
any e; a > 0, there exist h > 0 and two asymptotically holomorphic sequences s ek and s
f
k of
sections of the vector bundles CNnE 
nLnk and CNnFnLnk respectively, verifying:
1. js ek  sek jgk ;C 1 < a and js fk  s fk jgk ;C 1 < a.
2. fk ¼ Grðs ekÞ Grðs fk Þ is a sequence of h-asymptotically holomorphic embeddings
in Biðre; rf ;NÞ.
3. Denoting by Ve the compact submanifold of V obtained by removing an e-
neighborhood of W, we obtain that fk is h-transverse to Ve .
Moreover the result can be extended to continuous one-parameter families of sec-
tions ðs ek; tÞt A ½0;1 and ðs fk; tÞt A ½0;1 providing embeddings to the bigrassmannian and to contin-
uous one-parameter families of open submanifolds Vt. Thus we obtain continuous families of
sequences sek; t and s
f
k; t verifying the required conditions. r
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5.2. Dependence loci of sections of a vector bundle. Suppose that E is a hermi-
tian vector bundle of rank n and consider s1; . . . ; sm sections of E. Then we can interpret
s ¼ ðs1; . . . ; smÞ as a morphism of bundles s: Cm ! E. The r-determinantal set of s is
SrðsÞ ¼ fx AM j dim½s1ðxÞ; . . . ; smðxÞ ¼ rg;
and it is called the r-dependence locus of the sections s1; . . . ; sm. The following result is
proved with arguments similar to those of Subsection 5.1.
Theorem 5.4. Let ðM;oÞ be a closed symplectic manifold of integer class and let E
be a rank n hermitian vector bundle. Then, for k large enough, there exist sk ¼ ðs1k; . . . ; smk Þ
sections of CmnE such that:
1. SrðskÞ is an open symplectic submanifold of M.
2. codimSrðskÞ ¼ 2ðm rÞðn rÞ. The set of manifolds fSrðskÞgr constitutes a strati-
ﬁed submanifold.
Moreover, any two stratiﬁed submanifolds constructed as intersections of the image
of asymptotically holomorphic embeddings of M into the Grassmannian with the relevant
Schubert cycles are isotopic. r
6. Topological considerations
6.1. Homology and homotopy groups of determinantal submanifolds. In this sub-
section we prove a weaker version for the topology of smooth determinantal submanifolds
of the symplectic Lefschetz hyperplane theorem proven in Proposition 39 in [5] and Prop-
osition 2 in [2]. The main result is
Proposition 6.1. Let E;F be vector bundles of ranks re, rf , respectively, over a
closed symplectic manifold ðM;oÞ of integer class and let Dkr be a sequence of determinantal
submanifolds constructed, by using the vector bundles En ðL
Þnk and FnLnk, as a trans-
verse intersection of an asymptotically holomorphic sequence of embeddings in Biðre; rf ;NÞ
with the determinantal varieties of a ﬁxed generic section s of the universal bundle Uef over
Biðre; rf ;NÞ. Assume that there is only one stratum Dkr in the stratiﬁed determinantal sub-
manifolds. Then the inclusion i: Dkr ! M induces, for k large enough, an isomorphism on
homotopy groups pj for
jemin 1;
1
2
dimDkr  1
 
and a surjection on pj with j ¼ min 2; 1
2
dimDkr
 
: The same property also holds for ho-
mology groups.
If there is only one stratum in the determinantal submanifolds then it must be
r¼minfre; rf g1 and Dr1¼ j. We shall assume that reerf , as otherwise we may change
the roles of E and F . Therefore rþ 1 ¼ ree rf . Nonetheless, most of the arguments in this
subsection work for any r ¼ 0; 1; . . . ;minfre; rf g  1.
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The idea for proving Proposition 6.1 is the following. Consider an asymptotically
holomorphic sequence of embeddings of fk:M ! Biðre; rf ;NÞ which are e-transverse to
Dr ¼ SrðsÞ. Then jk ¼ f
k s: En ðL
Þnk ! FnLnk is an asymptotically holomorphic se-
quence of vector bundle maps such that Dkr ¼ SrðjkÞ. We may consider jk: E ! FnLn2k.
Let
p: Grðre  r;EÞ ! Mð6:1Þ
be the ﬁbration whose ﬁber at any point x AM is the Grassmannian Grðre  r;ExÞ.
Using the hermitian connection ‘E , we have a natural almost complex structure J for
Grðre  r;EÞ such that p is pseudo-holomorphic and the ﬁbers are complex manifolds.
The metric g^k on Grðre  r;EÞ is obtained by lifting the metric gk on M with the connec-
tion and using the standard metric for the Grassmannian in every ﬁber. Note also that
dimGrðre  r;EÞ ¼ dimM þ 2rðre  rÞ.
We associate to jk a morphism of bundles sk: U

 ! p
FnLn2k on Grðre  r;EÞ
given as the composition of the inclusion U
H p
E with p
jk, where U is the universal
bundle. So sk is a sequence of sections of the bundles Un p
FnLn2k over Grðre  r;EÞ.
It is easy to see that sk is asymptotically holomorphic, using that jk is asymptotically holo-
morphic and that the connection ‘E is within Oðk1=2Þ of being ﬂat in any ball Bgkðx; cÞ
of ﬁxed radius c. Moreover sk is holomorphic along the ﬁbers.
As Dr1k is empty, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the zeroes of sk
and the points in Drk. Also codimZðskÞ ¼ 2rðre  rÞ þ 2ðrf  rÞðre  rÞ ¼ 2rf ðre  rÞ which
is the rank of Un p
FnLn2k. Our idea is to prove that sk is a transverse sequence of
sections and then to use the proof of the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem ([2], Proposition 2)
in our case.
Lemma 6.2. sk is a sequence of sections g-transverse to 0, for some g > 0.
Proof. Consider a universal construction over the bigrassmannian. Let
p: Grðre  r;U
e Þ ! Biðre; rf ;NÞ:
The section s of Uef ¼ UenUf gives a morphism s: U
H p
U
e ! p
Uf as above. The
embeddings fk:M ! Biðre; rf ;NÞ produce embeddings
f^k: Gr

re  r;En ðL
Þnk
! Grðre  r;U
e Þ
such that sk ¼ f^
ks: U
H p
En ðL
Þnk ! p
FnLnk. Let us see that the embeddings f^k
are transverse to ZðsÞ.
Fix a point p in Gr

re  r;En ðL
Þnk

lying over a point x ¼ pðpÞ AM. Then
f^kðpÞ A Grðre  r;U
e Þ corresponds to a rank re  r subspace PH ðU
e ÞfkðxÞ. Choose or-
thonormal trivializations of Ue and Uf over a ball B

fkðxÞ; c

. We may suppose that
P ¼ ½v1; . . . ; vrer. With these trivializations, the map s: U
e ! Uf is a map Cre ! Crf .
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Decomposing Cre ¼ CrerlCr, we may write s ¼ ½s1; s2. Choose a trivialization around
f^kðpÞ given by
B

fkðxÞ; c
 CðrerÞr ! Grðre  r;U
e Þ;
ðy;AÞ 7! ðy; ½I rer;AÞ:
In this trivialization, the map s: U! p
Uf is written as s ¼ s1 þ s2AT : Crer ! Crf .
If f^kðpÞ A ZðsÞ then the tangent space Tf^kðpÞZðsÞ is deﬁned as
fu ¼ ðv;WÞ A TfkðxÞ Biðre; rf ;NÞ  CðrerÞr j‘vs1 þ s2W ¼ 0g:ð6:2Þ
If f^kðpÞ does not belong to ZðsÞ but it is close enough to this subvariety, we may deﬁne the
distribution DZðsÞ by the same formula (6.2).
The embedding f^k gives us trivializations for the corresponding ﬁber bundles over a
ball Bgkðx; c 0Þ in M. With respect to these trivializations, we may write jk ¼ ½j1k ; j2k . As
Dr1k is empty, j
Vr jkjf h, for some h > 0. We may choose a universal constant C such
that for p close enough to ZðsÞ, say satisfying jj1k j < Ch, we have j
Vr j2kf h=2. Therefore
j2k has a left inverse yk: C
rf ! Cr of norm less than C 0h1, for some constant C 0. For any
u ¼ ðv;WÞ A DZðsÞ

f^kðpÞ

, one has
W ¼ yk‘vs1ð6:3Þ
and then jW jeC 00h1jvj, for some universal constant C 00.
This implies that the angle of DZðsÞ

f^kðpÞ

and the ﬁber Gr

re r;

En ðL
Þnk
fkðxÞ

is bigger than a universal e > 0. Using that M is transverse to Dr in the bigrassmannian,
we get that the angle between ðf^kÞ
TpGr

re  r;En ðL
Þnk

and DZðsÞ

f^kðpÞ

is bigger
than a universal e 0 > 0. Thus the embeddings f^k are e
0-transverse to ZðsÞ.
Now it follows that sk ¼ ðf^kÞ
s is a sequence of sections of Un p
FnLnk over
Gr

re  r;En ðL
Þnk

, which are a-transverse to 0, for some a > 0. It is easy to check that
this implies that the corresponding section sk of Un p
FnLn2k over Grðre  r;EÞ is a 0-
transverse to 0, by working in balls Bgkðx; cÞ, where we may trivialize L by a section whose
norm is universally bounded below and above. r
Proof of Proposition 6.1. First note that any Grassmannian Grðr;NÞ is connected,
simply connected and p2

Grðr;NÞ ¼ Z. Therefore (6.1) induces an isomorphism in p0 and
p1 and an epimorphism in p2. Next we shall prove that the inclusion ZðskÞHGrðre  r;EÞ
satisﬁes the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem for k large in our case. As p induces a di¤eo-
morphism ZðskÞGDrk, this concludes the proof of the proposition.
We consider the (possibly degenerate) Morse function fk ¼ logjskj2. Let p be a criti-
cal point of fk. Consider the subspace
V ¼ fu ¼ ðv;wÞ A TpGrðre  r;EÞ ¼ TxM  TpGrðExÞ j‘uskðxÞ ¼ 0g
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of dimension at least dimDrk þ 1. By the discussion in Section 5.1 of [2], we have for any
unitary vector u ¼ ðv;wÞ AV,
Hf ðuÞ þHf ðJuÞ ¼ 2iqqfkðu; JuÞ ¼ 2i 1jsj2 hRðu; JuÞs; siþOðk
1=2Þ;
where R is the ð1; 1Þ-part of the curvature of Un p
FnLn2k. The curvature form is, with
respect to the metric g^ ¼ g^1,
Rðu; JuÞ ¼ RUðw; JwÞ  i2koðv; JvÞ þOðjvjjwjÞ þOðjvj2Þ:
Using the inequality 2jvjjwje k1=2jvj2 þ k1=2jwj2, we have that
Rðu; JuÞ ¼ RUðw; JwÞ  2ikoðv; JvÞ þOðk1=2jvj2Þ þOðk1=2jwj2Þ:
Now we restrict to the case r ¼ re  1. Then Grðre  r;ExÞ is a projective space and U is
its Oð1Þ-bundle. Therefore RUðw; JwÞ ¼ ioFSðw; JwÞ, where oFS is the standard symplec-
tic form for a projective space. Thus we get that Hf ðuÞ þHf ðJuÞ is negative for k large
enough and u AV. As in Section 5.1 of [2], this implies that the index of fk at p is at least
1
2
dimDrk þ 1. A standard Morse theory argument gives us the claimed result. r
Remark 6.3. In the case rþ 1 ¼ ree rf , the proof above gives a Lefschetz hyper-
plane theorem for the inclusion DrkGZðskÞHPðEÞ. Therefore for dimDrkf 6, we have
that the inclusion i: Drk ! M does not induce isomorphisms in the homotopy and homo-
logy groups in general.
6.2. Chern classes of the constructed submanifolds. For computing the Chern classes
of determinantal submanifolds, we use the results of Harris and Tu in [10]. All their results
are stated for holomorphic determinantal submanifolds in a holomorphic manifold, but
they are valid without the condition of integrability of the complex structure. We state the
formulas that we shall use. Following Subsection 5.1 we denote re ¼ rankE, rf ¼ rankF ,
2n ¼ dimM and Dr is the r-determinantal locus of a bundle map j: E ! F constructed in
Theorem 1.6. First of all, set
Di1;...; irer ¼
crfrþi1 crfrþi1þ1   
crfrþi21 crfrþi2   
. .
.
   crfrþirer


;ð6:4Þ
where cj ¼ cjðF  EÞ. For instance, D0;...;0 ¼ D ¼ PDð½DrÞ, which is the classical Porteous
formula for the homology class of a determinantal locus. We can suppose that the indices ij
are decreasing, and so we do not write any index ij ¼ 0, e.g. D2;1;0 ¼ D2;1.
In [10] a complete description of the Chern numbers of the tangent bundle of a
determinantal submanifold is performed, supposing that Dr1 ¼ j and so Dr is smooth. We
shall give examples in the cases dimC Dr ¼ 1 and dimC Dr ¼ 2.
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6.2.1. Example 1. Choose dimC M ¼ ðre  rÞðrf  rÞ þ 1. We apply the formula for
dimC Dr ¼ 1 in page 474 of [10]. Also suppose that r¼ 1 and re ¼ 2, so dimC M ¼ rf ¼ n> 1.
By Proposition 6.1 the submanifoldsD1 are connected. Now PD½D1 ¼D¼ cn1 and D1¼ cn.
Computing we get
volokðD1Þ ¼ Dok ¼

n2n1 þOðk1Þ volokðMÞ;
n1ðD1Þ ¼ ðnþ 2ÞokDþ ð2 nÞD1 þOðk1Þ volokðMÞ
¼ ð2 n n2Þ2n þOðk1Þ volokðMÞ;
n1ðD1Þ
volokðD1Þ
¼ 2 2nþ 4
n
þOðk1Þ:
To compare with Auroux’ case we compute the precedent symplectic invariants for this sit-
uation. Denote by Z the zero set of a transverse section of the bundle EnLnk. We choose
rankE ¼ n 1 to set up the comparison. Suppose that Z is symplectic. Using Proposition 5
in [2] we obtain
volokðZÞ ¼

1þOðk1Þ volokðMÞ;
n1ðZÞ ¼

1 nþOðk1Þ volokðMÞ;
n1ðZÞ
volokðZÞ
¼ 1 nþOðk1Þ:
Therefore there does not exist any nf 2 such that the quotients
n1ðD1Þ
volokðD1Þ
coincide with
n1ðZÞ
volokðZÞ
, obviously for k large enough. So Auroux’ sequences of submanifolds are not
symplectomorphic to our sequences of determinantal submanifolds.
To check that, for k large, our determinantal submanifolds do not coincide with
Auroux’ examples we work as follows. Suppose that for integers k1; k2 the submanifold
D1 ¼ Dk11 is isotopic to Z ¼ Zk2 . Then they deﬁne the same cohomology class and hence
n2n1kn11 ¼ kn12 þOðkn21 þ kn22 Þ. Also n1ðD1Þ ¼ n1ðZÞ implies
2 2nþ 4
n
 
k1 ¼ ð1 nÞk2 þOð1Þ:
So, for large enough k’s, ð1 nÞn1n2n1 ¼ 2 2nþ 4
n
 n1
which gives nn ¼ ðnþ 2Þn1
and hence n ¼ 2. Therefore for n > 2 we get new examples of symplectic submanifolds.
Note that for n ¼ re ¼ rf ¼ 2, the determinantal set D1 for a morphism
j: En ðL
Þnk ! FnLnk is the zero set of the section V2 j of V2 E 
n V2 FnLn4k.
Since this zero set is smooth of the expected codimension, our example is just one of Au-
roux’ examples.
6.2.2. Example 2. Now choose dimC M ¼ ðre  rÞðrf  rÞ þ 2. We apply the for-
mula for dimC Dr ¼ 2 in page 474 of [10]. Again we suppose that r ¼ 1 and re ¼ 2, so
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dimC M ¼ rf þ 1 ¼ n > 2. By Proposition 6.1 these submanifolds are connected. In this
case we have
volokðD1Þ ¼
ðn 1Þ2n2 þOðk1Þ volokðMÞ;
n11ðD1Þ ¼

4ðn 1Þðn2  5Þ2n2 þOðk1Þ volokðMÞ;
n2ðD1Þ ¼

2ðn2 þ n 4Þðn 1Þ2n2 þOðk1Þ volokðMÞ
n2ðD1Þ
n11ðD1Þ ¼
n2 þ n 4
2ðn2  5Þ þOðk
1Þ:
For the Auroux’ case with rankE ¼ n 2 we obtain
volokðZÞ ¼

1þOðk1Þ volokðMÞ;
n11ðZÞ ¼
ðn 2Þ2 þOðk1Þ volokðMÞ;
n2ðZÞ ¼ ðn 1Þðn 2Þ
2
þOðk1Þ
 
volokðMÞ;
n2ðZÞ
n11ðZÞ ¼
n 1
2ðn 2Þ þOðk
1Þ:
For 4-manifolds the numbers n2 ¼ w and n11¼ ð2wþ3sÞ=4 are topological invariants.
Therefore
n2
n11
is a topological invariant. For n > 3, comparing the Auroux’ case and the de-
terminantal example we see that these symplectic submanifolds are not even homeomorphic,
for k large enough (even choosing di¤erent k’s in either case). In the case n ¼ 3, the mani-
folds Dk11 and Zk2 coincide if we take k2 ¼ 4k1. This is due to the same reason as in the ﬁrst
example.
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